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 INTRODUCTION

 The present field study was made chiefly on the

 University of Kaiiisas Natural History Reservation
 in Douglas County, northeastern Kansas, six miles
 north northeast of the University of Kansas campus.

 The Reservatiorn was described and its history briefly

 set forth by Fitch (1952). The Reservation lies
 within a browal ecotonal zone where many kinds of

 animals typieal of the eastern deciduous forests reach
 their westerni limits and other kinds typical of the
 interior -ras lands reach thcir eastern limits.

 Since 194S the Reservation has been protected and
 maintained as a natural area. Earlier, the more open

 parts of it were grazed. On these former pastures

 the establishment and spread of forest species is

 proceeding rapidly, and successional changes have
 resulted in habitat improvement for many kinds of

 animals. For other kinds, including the Great Plains
 skink, the steady deterioration of habitat has re-
 duced the numbers of individuals and the area oc-
 cupied. The skink's preferred habitat is in open
 situations, with rocks and low thick grass and her-
 baceous vegetation for shelter.

 According to the best available evidence, at the
 time the area was settled, a prairie type of vegeta-

 tion predominated, maintained by the effect of fire
 and the heavv grazing of large native mainmmals.
 As a result of these influences deciduous forests were

 localized and chiefly confined to such protected

 situations as river flood plains and north slopes.
 With the advent of agriculture and the control of
 prairie fires, the forest trees and shrubs and their

 community associates spread to the upland situa-

 tions that were not under cultivation. On areas that

 were heavily grazed, advance of the woodland either
 was held in cheek completely or it was much slowed,
 with selection of types most resistant to browsing
 or most tolerant of it.

 The Great Plains skink (Eumeces obsoleius) is
 one of the larger kinds of lizards in the United
 States. Although it has ain extensive geographic
 range in the southwestern states and northern Mexico,
 no thorough study of its habits and ecology has

 heretofore been made. More or less casual observa-
 tions made at different times and places, by several
 workers have been recorded in the literature.

 The species was originally described (as Plestiodon
 obsoletum) by Baird & Girard (1852), from "Valley
 of the Rio San Pedro of the Rio Graiide del Norte'.
 In this same issue of the Proceedings of the Pbhila-
 delphia Academy of Sciences Hallowell (1852) (Ie-
 scribed as Lamprosauruis guttulatus a young individ-
 ual of the same species. The distinctive coloration
 and pattern of the young long misled later workers
 into recognizing both as distinct species, until Burt
 (1929) finally relegated guttulatus to the synonymy
 of obsoletus.

 Professor E. Raymond Hall has critically examined
 the manuscript and has made many helpful sugges-
 tions. Mr. Richard B. Loomis aided me with the
 field work by tending live-traps at various timdes.
 Also he made available to nin malny live skinks
 collected at various localities in vasterni Ktm.-nsas, and
 he identified chiggers found ofn the skiniks. and
 provided information concern og thevit. Mare. D)enhlis
 G. Rainey and Mr. Richard Freibu-g eomtributed
 several live skinks. Dr. Robert IL. Gerin, conitributel
 a specimen found hibernating, and through thie
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 kindness of Mr. Dwight Platt and Mr. Benjamin
 Zerger, I was able to include the observations that
 Mr. Zerger made on this skink at the time it was
 found. Mrs. Louise Brunk made the drawings and
 graphs for Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7 and 11.

 METHODS AND MATERIALS

 Most of the Great Plains skinks studied were
 captured either by hand where found under shelter-
 ing rocks, or in live-traps. In April and early May,
 especially after heavy rains, the skinks have been
 sufficiently activated by warmn weather to emerge
 from their hibernation sites, although they still are
 not fully active, and tend to stay in hiding, in bur-
 rows beneath flat rocks that are warmed by direct
 sunlight. At such times they can be found and
 caught in numbers. At other times, this method of
 collecting was seldom successful, as the skinks were
 much harder to find in their hiding places, and
 when uncovered, they usually rushed away and
 escaped into sheltering vegetation, or into holes and
 crevices.

 Live-trapping was a far more effective method of
 obtaining the skinks. Cylindrical wire traps with
 funnel entrances at each end (Fitch 1951) were
 carefully placed along the bases of rock outcrops,
 and were covered with flat rocks for shelter from
 sunshine. Many of the traps used were provided
 with valvelike transparent doors at the funnel open-
 ings, to prevent exit of the trapped animals. These
 doors were essential for trapping some kinds of
 snakes and lizards, which soon would have escaped
 front traps lacking them. For Great Plains skinks,
 however-, traps from which the doors were missing
 were nearly as effective. In keeping with their pre-
 dilection for burrowing, the trapped skinks tended
 to keep on the bottoms of the traps in their efforts
 to escape, and therefore usually failed to find the
 funnel openings. Most of the traps used were ap-
 proximately one foot long and five inches in diam-
 eter. Of the 634 captures recorded on the Reserva-
 tion 458 were made in these funnel traps. A few
 juveniles were caught in pitfalls, which were also
 effective for catching the smaller kinds of lizards,
 and toads, but were not deep enough to prevent
 adult Great Plains skinks from escaping.

 Each skink taken on the Reservation was marked
 by toe-clipping (Fitch 1952) and was released again
 at the point of capture. Items of information ordi-
 narily recorded at each capture included: means
 of capture, toe formula identifying the individual,
 sex, snout-vent length, tail-length (with original
 and regenerated parts recorded separately), weight,
 locatfon, ectoparasite infestations, injuries or de-
 formities, and occasionally the body temperature.
 Snout-vent length was obtained by holding the skink
 against a rigid transparent millimeter ruler and
 exerting a gentle pull on each end until the animal
 was straightened to its full length but not abnormally
 stretched. Ordinarily this could be accomplished
 only by waiting for several minutes until fatigue
 caused the skink to relax. The powerful body mus-

 culature rendered this skink difficult to nleasure
 accurately. To attain reasonably consistent readings
 it was essential to attain approximately the same
 degree of relaxation, and this required patience and
 experience. A live skink's body is so elastic that the
 reading may vary over a range of many millimeters,
 depending on the relative amounts of tension exerted
 by the skink itself and by the person handling it.
 In skinks that are cold and partly torpid the muscles
 seem to be in a state of tonic contraction, and stretch-
 ing to full length is less easily accomplished than in
 those that are warm and fully active. Measurements
 were recorded to the nearest millimiieter. In 66 in-
 stances, individuals were found to have been re-
 corded as slightly shorter than at an earlier capture.
 Most of these apparent reductions in length in-
 volved discrepancies of only 1 mm or 2 mm. The
 margin of error was normally less than 2%, rarely

 up to 5%. Substantial gains of 10 mm or more in
 snout-vent length were easily detectable within the
 limitations of the method used, and were ordinarily
 accompanied by corroborative increase in tail-length
 and weight. Tails, being less flexible and muscular
 than the bodies, were more easily measured, but it
 was necessary to use extreme care, because a skink
 might snap off its tail with a sudden flip while it
 was being handled. This occurred on a few occasions.
 Weight to the nearest gram was obtained by tying
 the skink in a small cloth bag and suspending it
 from the hook of a Chatillon spring scale. The mar-
 gin of error was approximately 1 gm unless air
 movement interfered. Juveniles, for which the mar-
 gin of error by this method constituted a relatively
 high percentage, were often brought to the laboratory
 and weighed on a balance to an accuracy of .1 guI.

 Sex was determined by holding the skink with
 its ventral surface upward, and pressing lightly upon
 the ventral side of the tail at its base. The canal
 opening was thereby caused to gape, and one or both
 of the hemipenes sometimes everted. At least the
 edge of the hemipenis was exposed in the male. This
 technique was effective only for adults and sub-
 adults. Sex was not known for most individuals
 smaller than 100 mm in snout-vent length, until they
 were recaptured after attainment of maturity.

 Data used in this report were obtained over a five-
 year period (1949-1953). It seems best to present
 the findings at this stage as the steady decline in the
 numbers of skinks over the period of the study has
 greatly reduced the opportunities for obtaining
 further data. By September 30, 1953, a total of 634
 captures had been recorded for 208 individuals. Of
 the 208 total, 93 were caught just once; 132 were
 each taken in only one of the five consecutive years
 of the study, while 76 had records in more than one
 year.

 During the same period, a similar field study of
 the common five-lined skink (Eumeces fasciatus) was
 made on the same general area. For this smaller
 and more numerous species more complete data were
 obtained, permitting a better understanding of its
 ecology, and these data have been used as the basis
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 for a separate report. In the present report, the
 findings concerning the flve-lined skink are occasion-
 ally utilized for comparison and contrast with the
 Great Plains skink. Eumeces fasciatus is more typi-
 cal of the genus and more primitive in many respects
 than is E. obsoletus.

 DESCRIPTION

 Taylor (1936) listed the characters of the genus
 and described the osteology of Eumeces obsoletus,
 and he characterized it as: "A large species, lacking
 typical, medial, dorsolateral and lateral white lines;
 young black with white spots on upper and lower
 labials, and on other head scales except loreals and
 temporals; pitting on scales dim in young but still
 evident in adults; outer preanal scales overlapping
 inner; subeaudals widened; postgenials large, bor-
 dered by a scale longer than wide; one or no post-
 nasal; two postmentals (rarely one); nuchals small;
 lateral scale rows usually diagonal; usually 26 or 28
 scale rows about the middle of the body." The dorsal
 coloration varies from grayish brown or yellowish
 brown to olive, with irregular black markings (Fig.
 1). Each black marking is mainly confined to a
 single scale. In specimens from Kansas the black is
 concentrated in the dorsolateral and lateral areas,
 and tends to form a broad lateral stripe and a nar-
 row dorsolateral stripe on each side. In southern
 populations the pattern is somewhat different, with
 less black pigment and the black is on the edge of
 each scale of the dorsal and lateral surface, not
 concentrated into stripes, and there is little or no
 black on the tail.

 Fia. 1. Adult female Great Plains skink showing
 bodily proportions and color pattern, /j natural size.

 Distinctive characters of the Great Plains skink,
 including proportions of the limbs, head, and body,
 seem to be correlated with its incipient fossorial
 adaptation. Because of its burrowing habits, it has
 been able to invade regions that are more arid than
 those occupied by most of the North American mem-
 bers of the genus. Because of large size, individuals
 may be less subject to desiccation than are those
 of the smaller species of Eumeces. The torso tends
 to be cylindrical with the dorsoventral diameter
 almost as much as the lateral diameter, whereas in
 most other species, the body is somewhat depressed.
 The torso is relatively thicker than in other species.
 The neck is especially thick and muscular, of a diam-

 eter approximately equal to that of the body and
 wider than the head. The limbs and tail are relatively
 short and stubby. The hind foot (measured from
 heel to tip of claw on fourth toe) ranged from 13.4%
 to 18.1% in a series of eight specimens of various
 sizes, while in a comparable series of E. fasciatus it
 ranged from 18.5% to 21.4%. The toes of both
 front- and hind-feet usually have somewhat fewer
 dorsal scales and ventral lamellae than have the
 longer toes of E. fasciatus. The claws of E. obsoletus
 are proportionally longer than those of fasciatts,
 and noticeably less curved. Curvature of the claws
 in fasciatus evidently is correlated with its tree-climb-
 ing habits. On the soles of the forefeet in E. obso-
 letus there are many small granular scales and
 several enlarged scales of pyramidal shape (Fig. 2).

 MM

 FIG. 2. Palmar view of left forefoot, showing power-
 ful claws, and pyramidal palmar scales that render it
 effective for digging, 6 times natural size.

 These modified scales evidently aid in digging by
 providing a rasping surface to loosen or remoye
 particles of soil. In E. fasciatus the corresponding
 scales, being flattened, are not especially adapted
 for digging. In E. obsoletus sexual dimorphism is
 almost lacking, and the sexes are distinguished with
 difficulty even in the breeding season. In large adult
 males of E. obsoletus the heads are a little more
 swollen in the temporal regions than are heads of
 females. On the contrary, in E. fasciatus and most
 other species of the genus there is pronounced sexual
 dimorphism in proportions of head, body and limbs,
 and especially in the male's early loss of the juvenal
 pattern, with red suffusing the head region in the
 breeding season.

 RELATIONSHIPS

 The genus Eunueces, to which the Great Plains
 skink belongs, is widely distributed within the warmer
 parts of the northern hemisphere, both in the New
 World and in the Old World (Taylor 1936). The
 Great Plains skink represents one of 15 natural
 groups within the genus. Its nearest relatives, the
 only other members of its group, are three Oriental
 species, E. kishlinouyei, E. coreensis, and E. caittensis
 (with subspecies chineensis and pulcher). As coIni-
 pared with these species, E. obsoletuts seems to have
 progressed farther in its divergent evolution, having
 completely lost the original striped pattern charac-
 teristic of most forms of Eunmeces and having the
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 scale rows on the sides oblique rather than parallel.

 E. kishinouyei of the Riu Kiu Islands differs in its
 much larger size and seven-lined pattern with mid-

 dorsal line extending anteriorly onto the head and

 bifurcating, limbs relatively long, dorsal and lateral
 scales striated in adults. E. chinensis has a five-lined
 pattern (not extending anteriorly onto the head)

 and it lacks a postnasal. In color pattern and some

 other characters these Oriental skinks seem to be
 transitional between E. obsoletus and the five-lined
 skinks of the fasciatus group.

 Pope (1929) wrote concerning the habitat of E.

 chinensis: "I have observed this to be the common
 skink of plain and plateau. It abounds along roads,
 paths, irrigation terraces, and similar places all
 through the open flat country and low 'grass moun-

 tains." Concerning E. elegans, a near relative of
 the North American five-lined skink which occurs in
 the same part of the Orient as does E. chinensis,
 Pope stated: "This species is obviously a mountain
 form never seen on the open irrigated plain of the
 plateaus and valleys." Thus it seems that the diver-
 gence in habitat preferences observable in E. obso-
 letus and E. fasciatus where they occur in the same

 region in Kansas and Oklahoma also applies, in a
 general way at least, to their Oriental representa-
 tives, E. chinensis and E. elegans, respectively. With-

 in the genus, the obsoletus group and the fasciatus
 group probably had already diverged both structur-
 ally and ecologically at a time in the early Tertiary
 when North America and Asia had a land connection
 with a moderate climate permitting them to disperse
 into both continents. The land connection must have
 either included sufficiently diverse habitats to ac-
 commodate both types simultaneously, or else must
 have undergone change in its climate and vegetation,
 permitting first one group and then the other to
 make the intercontinental migration.

 In its geographic range Eumeces obsoletus over-
 laps eleven other species of the genus, namely E.
 fasciatus, E. laticeps and E. anthracinus near its
 eastern limits, E. septentrionalis throughout much of
 the eastern part of its range, E. brevilineatus and E.
 tetragrammus in the southeast, and E. multivirgatus
 in a large area in the northwestern part of its range,
 and in the southwest, E. gilberti, E. gaigei, E. calli-
 cephalus and E. taylori (Fig. 3).

 HABITAT

 Occurring over a wide and diverse geographic
 range, from the mixed woodland and prairies of
 western Missouri and eastern Oklahoma to the Ari-
 zona deserts, this skink is obviously adaptable to a
 great range of habitat conditions. The most widely
 used vernacular name, "Sonoran skink", seems in-
 appropriate, as the only authentic record from the
 Mexican state of Sonora known to me is the recent
 one by Cliff (1953), and the distribution does not
 correspond ws ell with the Sonoran life-zones. The

 name, Great Plains skink, used in the latest check-
 list (Schmidt 1953), is much more descriptive. The
 geographic range is roughly co-extensive with ap-
 proximately the southern half of the Great Plains,
 the southern part of the North American Grassland
 Biome. Where the species occurs in regions that are
 chiefly forest or desert, it is limited to small areas
 that differ from those surrounding them in having
 short thick grass or other ground vegetation, and in
 having flat rocks for shelter.

 Maslin (1947) wrote that on the plains of eastern
 Colorado these skinks are found in dense low vegeta-
 tion, near rock outcroppings, or beneath trash and
 rocks. Moore & Rigney (1942) observed that in
 Payne County, Oklahoma, the species frequently oc-
 curs about old buildings.

 In the southwestern part of its range the species
 seems to be increasingly confined to rugged terrain.
 Authors specifically mentioning habitat have in most
 instances found this skink on mountain slopes or in
 canyons. Evidently the Great Plains skink is rare
 or absent in the intervening stretches of desert plains.
 Blair (1950) recorded it from the Oklahoma pan-
 handle in broken mesa- and canyon-habitat. Strecker
 (1915) wrote that it is common in the canyons and
 breaks of the Texas panhandle, and in the southern
 plains and trans-Pecos counties of the state. Bailey
 (1905) listed E. obsoletus as characteristic of the
 Upper Sonoran Life-zone. He mentioned occurrence
 at the south end of the Guadalupe Mountains at
 6800 ft. ". . . well toward the upper edge of the
 Upper Sonoran Zone", and at other localities of
 several thousand feet elevation. Smith & Buechner
 (1947) listed Eumeces obsoletus as one of the many
 reptiles occurring on the Edwards Plateau (a dry
 limestone area of scrub oak woodlands) in western
 Texas, which are limited on the east by the Balcones
 Escarpment. Mosauer (1932) wrote that in the
 Guadalupe Mountains it seemed to be common al-
 though it was inconspicuous because of its secretive
 habits. He noted that it utilized as hiding places
 crevices in rocks or spaces under logs, or beneath
 loose bark, or in bushes, and especially the spaces
 between the leaves of dry sotol. Milstead, Mecham
 & McClintock (1950) recorded the Great Plains skink
 in the mesquite-creosote association of the Stockton
 Plateau.

 Little (1940) wrote that in the Roosevelt Reservoir
 area of central Arizona these skinks were found in
 leaf litter on the ground in chaparral-woodland of
 the Upper Sonoran Life-zone, but were uncommon.
 Gloyd (1937) mentioned finding specimens beneath
 stones at 5400 ft. in Carr Canvon, Huachuca Moun-
 tains, and others in a stone pile on the sloping plain
 21/2 mi. southeast of the Huachuca Mountains.
 Quaintance (1935) recorded one found under a stone
 at the top of Rose Peak, 8787 ft. in Greenlee County,
 Arizona.

 In Kansas the many locality records are clustered
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 FIG. 3. Map of the range of Eumeces obsoletus (shaded), with dots showing marginal records, in Iowa (Bailey,
 1943), Nebraska (Hudson, 1942; iR. B. Loomis, MS), Missouri (Anderson, 1942), Kansas (Smith, 1950), Colo-
 rado (Taylor, 1936), Oklahoma (Taylor, 1936; Blair, 1950, Trowbridge, 1934), New Mexico (Taylor, 1936),
 Arizona (Taylor, 1936; Little, 1940; Gloyd, 1937), and Mexico (Smith and Taylor, 1950; Cliff, 1953).

 Range limits of other species of Eumeces that overlap the range of E. obsoletus are shown. For the species
 ant hracinus, fasciat us, laticeps and septentrionalis, the known limits of the range to the west are shown;
 for brevilineatus, callicephalus, and tetragram~mus the known limits to the north are shown; for gilberti the
 known limits of the range to east are shown; for taylori the entire range is outlined; and for multivirgatus
 the entire range except the northern end is shown. One other species, E. gaigei, occurs in parts of New Mex-
 ico and adjoining states, mainly within the range of obsoletus. Note that a large area in the central part
 of the range of obsoletus is not shared with other species, as it lies between the ranges of one group mainly
 eastern in distribution, and another group mainly western, but that almost all marginal areas of the range
 are shared with competing species.

 mainly in the eastern and north-central parts with
 few in the southern parts and hardly any in the
 northwestern quarter. There is some correspondence
 with major grassland types as mapped by Gates
 (1937). The records fall almost entirely within areas
 indicated as bluestem and bluegrass, and hardly any
 are within an area designated as typical shortgrass
 (buffalo and grama grasses) which occupies more
 than one-third of the state in its western part.

 Taylor (1936) stated that the Great Plains skink
 is found most frequently on open hillsides where
 there are rock exposures or scattered flat rocks, but
 that in the absence of rocks the species burrows in
 the open and is much more difficult to find. He noted
 it to be rare, or at least difficult to find and collect,
 except in eastern Kansas. "Here it is not difficult

 to obtain, for I have collected two or three dozen
 individuals of this species in one day. . .

 My own observations agree with those of Taylor,
 but the best day's catch has amounted to only 18
 skinks of this species. While few herpetologists can
 expect to equal Professor Taylor's prowess as a col-
 lector, habitat deterioration probably has occurred
 in the 20 vears or more that have elapsed since the
 time of the field observations he recorded. Persistent
 raids by commercial collectors have reduced the num-
 bers of these large slow-breeding lizards, locally at
 least.

 The species probably reaches its maximum abun-
 dance in the Flint Hills region, a north-south belt
 extending across Kansas approximately three-fourths
 of the distance from the western to the eastern
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 border, with extensive limestonie Outcrlops and( low
 rolling hills, dominated by such grasses as gramna,
 big bluestent and little bluestemii. The entire area is
 used primarily as cattle range. Controlled burning
 in early spring is an almost universal practice by
 landowners. As a result there is but little ground
 litter, and vegetation is scanty, especially (luring the
 spring. The vegetation type and conditions in gen-
 eral that are created by the combination of burning
 and heavy grazing, favor the Great Plains skink.
 Its partly subterranean habits evidently permit it

 to escape destruction in grass fires, and ordinarily
 it is still in hibernation when they occur. A new crop
 of grass and other low vegetation has begun to grow
 by the time of its emergence.

 In situations where conditions are xeric and w'here
 vegetation is extremely sparse because of severe

 burning or overgrazing, these skinks are likely to be
 absent or scarce. I have found themn in greatest
 numbers in areas that are protected front the re-
 curring prairie fires, as along outcrops adjacent to
 moist gully bottoms supporting somie shrubby vege-
 tation, or on steep and extremely rocky slopes of
 ravines where burning is incomplete and patches or
 tussocks of vegetation are left intact. In the Flint
 Hills, Eumeces obsoletus was the only kind of reptile
 I found at some localities but at other localities it
 was in association with one or more of the follow-

 ing: Diadophis punctatus, Trolpidoclonion lineatum,
 Coluber constrictor, Lam pro peltis doliata, Tantilla
 gracilis and Crotaphytus collaris. At localities where
 habitat conditions seemed to be optimum in the
 Flint Hills, I have often found that most of the
 movable flat boulders had been turned or shifted;
 under these conditions usually but few skinks were
 found, and on occasion none at all. This intensive
 collecting has been miainly in areas adjacent to well
 travelled public roads and doubtless there are many
 less accessible stations of occurrence where the habi-
 tat remains undisturbed and the population remains
 in its original abundance.

 Burt (1928b) described various habitats occupied
 by the species in different parts of Kansas, including
 thickly wooded hillsides (Douglas County), isolated
 sandstone outeroppings in a treeless area (Washing-

 ton County), limestone ledges in dips of valleys, but
 not on the hilltops (Butler County). In a later pub-
 lication Burt (1933) wrote that this kind of skink
 is typically an inhabitant of the prairie-ledge forma-
 tions, but he mentioned one individual that lived in
 a hole at the base of a large tree and others that ran
 to small holes in the ground in grassy situations
 where no rocks or other solid objects wxere in evidence.
 Smith (1950) stated that it is found most commonly
 on grassy or somewhat wooded hillsides underneath
 loose, flat, limestone rocks, usually in rough country,
 although it may be found even oii flat prairie if
 there are enough burrows of mammals to afford pro-
 tection. Gloyd (1928) wrote that it was found most
 often under stones on prairie hillsides or sparsely
 wooded pastureland.

 The Flint Hills are near the eastern limit of the

 range, and farther east the skink become-s in(reas-
 ingly scarce anl localivzd. It barely reachcs the
 eastern border of Kainsas and the western edge of
 Missouri. In D)ouglas County where the Re.srvation
 is situated, and in neighb)ring Leavenworth, Jeffer-
 Soln, Shawiee, and Anflerson Counties, I have ob-
 served great Ilains skinks in several dozen localities,
 but alwavs in xsitaller nnix-bes and w ore localiA'd
 colonies than in the Flint Itills. 'ln this imiore eastern
 area it is usually found in heavily grazed upland
 pastures where there are limestone outcrops or
 ledges (Fig. 4). Usually Such pastures are dolmii-
 nated hv coarse weeds such as hoary vervain, iron-
 weed, and ragweed, indicative of overgrazing, but
 with some bluegrass or broine.

 FiG. 4. A hilltop limestone outcrop in a heavily
 grazed pasture V4 mile WNW from the University of
 Kansas Natural History Reservation, in Jefferson
 County, Kansas, June 20, 1954, showing habitat typical
 of the Great Plains skink in the northeastern part of
 its range. The low vegetation is mostly ironweed (Ver-
 nonia interior).

 On the Reservation approximately a dozen in-
 dividuals were found in woodland. All but two of
 these were at well scattered points in the relatively
 small part of the woodland that had been heavily
 browsed and grazed by livestock through 1948, and
 they were all in the more open parts of these woods.
 The two taken in ungrazed woodland were at the
 base of an old rock wall approximately 100 ft. from
 the edge of a hilltop field. A few others were caught
 at scattered points in a bottomland field, formerly
 overgrazed pasture; most of these were along the
 edges of a deep gully, especially where there were
 rocks. However, by far the greatest number of
 captures were in two hilltop areas totalling only a
 few acres. One of these was the site of an old de-
 serted quarry, an open rocky and weedy area of ap-
 proximately an acre. The other, "Rat Ledge" (Fig.
 5), was approximately 750 ft, of a limestone outcrop
 with the adjacent edges of a hilltop field and a
 sparsely wooded slope. Elms and hackberries, mostly
 small or medium sized, grew along the ledge, and
 the woods below this ledge was open, with elms,
 hackberries, walnuts, and honey locusts, and with a
 sparse undergrowth of coralberry, dogwood, crab-
 apple, and wild plum. Evidently these shrubs were
 held in check by grazing, whereas in adjacent parts
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 of the woodland protected from grazing for a decade
 or more before 1948, they formed thickets along the
 hilltop edges. Under such conditions skinks were not
 found. Along Rat Ledge, however, there were, in
 1948, scarcely any shrubs except for large, well
 spaced clumps of sumac (Rhus trilobata). The
 steady encroachment of other shrubs and coarse weeds
 that occurred in the following five year period, had
 nearly eliminated the skinks by 1953, and this stretch
 of ledge was beginning to assume the same aspect
 as other hilltop edges where livestock had been fenced
 out for a decade or more and thickets of underbrush
 had grown up.

 BEHAVIOR

 I have seen a total of several dozen individuals in
 the open, but usually only as they escaped to shelter
 and disappeared. They were never more than a few
 feet from the cover provided by rock clefts or dense
 vegetation, such as clumps of Rhus trilobata. They
 were quick to take advantage of such shelter and
 usually disappeared within a few seconds. Usually
 they easily eluded my attempts to capture them. In
 almost every instance when such individuals were
 seen in the open, temperatures were in the nineties
 or high eighties (F), and the skinks were fully
 active and alert.

 Effect of temperature on extent of surface activity
 mav be indicated to some extent, by the numbers
 caught in funnel traps in different months: April
 4, May 43, June 73, July 140, August 160, Septem-
 ber 36, October 2.

 Earliest dates on which these skinks were found
 in different years were: April 24, 1949; April 7,
 1950; April 19, 1951; April 2, 1952; April 2, 1953;
 April 18, 1954. Mr. Benjamin Zerger described to me
 (in litt.) his discovery of a hibernating juvenile on
 January 5, 1951, in Newton, Harvey County, Kansas.
 While digging close to the foundation of a house, in
 loose, moist, black loam, in which were mixed par-
 ticles of wood and other construction materials, he
 came upon the skink curled up at a depth of ap-
 proximately 18 inches. No burrow or crevice was in
 evidence.

 In hibernation this skink tolerates temperatures a
 few degrees below freezing, but probably it cannot
 survive being frozen solid. In the autumn of 1953,
 several skinks were kept on an outdoor porch, in a
 container open on top and with a shallow layer of
 soil on the bottom. Only partly buried in the soil,
 they were able to survive night air temperatures that
 were frequently below freezing, and once as low as
 -50 C, as recorded on a maximum-minimum ther-
 mometer a few feet away.

 On April 19, 1953, near Eskridge, Wabaunsee
 County, Kansas, four skinks that were found under
 rocks when the air temperature was 60 to 70 C, did
 not move until they were handled, and then were
 slow and feeble in their movements. On the follow-
 ing day, observed in the laboratory at 70 C, these
 skinks were partly active, and were able to crawl
 stiffly and slowly across a table top. Collared lizards

 (Crotaphytus collaris) found in the same habitat
 were completely immobilized and helpless at this
 same temperature. Each year Great Plains skinks
 were found beneath flat rocks several weeks before
 any were seen in the open or caught in traps. On
 May 11, 1952, 13 found under rocks had body tem-
 peratures ranging from 19.00 to 30.20 C, and air
 temperatures ranged from 13.50 to 18.50 C. Those
 skinks having the lowest temperatures, near 200 C,
 were in burrows in the damp soil, still nearly con-
 cealed when the overlying rocks were turned, and
 they attempted to escape by withdrawing into the
 holes. Those with the highest temperatures, near
 300 C, were on the soil surface, in contact with over-
 lying rocks, and they were much more active and
 attempted to escape by running. In 1953 the first one
 seen in the open was noticed on the University
 campus at Lawrence, basking at the edge of a side-
 walk at 5 P.M. on April 20, and it darted back into
 a hole under the sidewalk. Air temperature was ap-
 proximately 120 C, and the concrete slab of the
 sidewalk was only slightly warmed on its upper
 surface by the sunshine.

 The skinks found in burrows under rocks were
 usually warm to the touch. Their body temperatures
 were mostly higher than air temperatures because of
 their positions in contact with the undersides of
 sunshine-warmed flat rocks. For 30 individuals taken
 beneath rocks on various dates, the skink body tem-
 perature, and the air temperature nearby in the
 open (shown in parentheses) were as follows (in
 degrees Centigrade):
 April 2, 1953. 30.50 (21.00), 26.50 (20.5?), 19.70

 (12.30).
 May 11, 1952. 19.00 (13.50), 20.20 (16.20), 20.20

 (16.20), 24.20 (18.50), 29.50 (16.20), 30.20 (16.20),
 20.20 (17.20), 24.20 (17.20), 24.20 (17.20), 27.30
 (17.80), 29.00 (16.20), 24.30 (16.20), 23.80
 (18.50); May 19, 1951. 28.20; May 20, 1951.
 33.30; May 21, 1952. 17.50 (21.70); May 31,
 1953. 35.00 (29.70), 31.50 (29.70), 35.00 (29.70),
 32.70 (29.70).

 June 2, 1951. 21.60 (23.80), 21.60 (23.80).
 July 18, 1951. 23.80 (24.40), 25.00 (24.40), 25.00

 (21.60).
 August 15, 1951. 31.50 (26.90); August 16, 1951.

 29.40.

 On only six occasions have I succeeded in taking
 temperatures of individuals caught in the open under
 natural conditions. Records of these follow: July
 6, 1952, 36.30 (32.00); May 25, 1952, 34.80 (26.50);
 August 12, 1952, 30.60 (28.60); July 25, 1951, 29.50
 (air temperature not recorded); September 13,
 1951, 27.70 (22.20); June 16, 1951, 23.30 (21.60).
 The individual taken on June 16, 1951, was moving
 about in grass that was still wet with morning dew,
 and was slow and sluggish in its movements, evi-
 dently having just emerged.

 In July, 1952, several captive Great Plains skinks
 were placed in an experimental terrarium that was
 warmed and exposed to the sunshine at one end,
 and cooled with ice and shaded at the other end.
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 Here their frequent short movements were motivated
 mainly by attempts to regulate their body tempera-
 tures. For a juvenile, successive temperature read-
 ings after intervals of several minutes were: 33.3?,
 32.40, and 33.80. For two adults, readings recorded
 were: 34.90 and 32.70. At the warm end of the
 terrarium the metal strip was recorded at 470 on its
 underside. In running over it the skinks showed
 no signs of distress, but they speeded up their move-
 ments somewhat, and did not remain on it for more
 than 10 to 15 seconds. Moving off the metal they
 would sometimes allow a tail or foot to remain in
 contact with it even though the metal was, to me,
 uncomfortably hot to touch.

 Great Plains skinks, in containers with loose, damp
 soil were placed in sunshine and fed on August 21,
 1953, when the air temperature was 29.50 C. After
 a few minutes of basking the skinks raised their
 body temperatures beyond the optimum level, and
 as each one of the six began to move about restlessly,
 or to burrow, I caught it and recorded its tempera-
 ture. These temperatures, in the order they were

 taken, were as follows: 34.3?, 33.80, 35.70, 35.10,
 33.70, 35.80. On August 28, 1951, one basking in
 the sunlit part of its cage had a body temperature
 of 32.40 C.

 It seems that for this species optimum temperature
 level is approximately the same as for E. fasciatus,
 determined, with much more extensive data, to be
 between 310 and 340 C, and probably near the latter
 figure. Like E. fasciatus the present species tends
 to maintain its temperature within this narrow range
 by warming or cooling itself as the need arises, while
 it is active in the open, and it ordinarily does not
 allow its temperature to lower more than a few de-
 grees at most from this range. Above the optimum,
 the range of safety is narrow, and an increase of only
 a degree or two in its temperature causes the skink
 to make vigorous attempts to find cooler surround-
 ings.

 The Great Plains skinks that I found in the open
 and captured by hand provided less than one per
 cent of the total captures. Similarly, of some 200
 specimens collected by Taylor (1936) possibly less
 than half a dozen were taken in the open. It seems
 that ordinarily these skinks do not venture out of
 their burrows until their body temperatures have
 been sufficiently raised by the insolated soil about
 them or by the overlying flat rocks. In this respect
 the Great Plains skink differs from the five-lined
 skink which may emerge still in a semi-torpid condi-
 tion on cool spring days, depending on direct sun-
 light for rapid warming to a level at which it can
 carry on normal activities.

 Great Plains skinks that were startled in the open
 scrambled for shelter with rapid lateral undulations

 of the body aiding the short legs in locomotion. On
 several occasions when approached slowly, skinks
 showed uneasiness rather than alarm, and did not
 immediately seek hiding places. Such individuals
 moved slowly, sliding the body along the ground with
 the head slightly raised and turned at an angle to

 the body to watch movements of the observer or any
 other signs of possible danger. By using great
 caution and avoiding sudden movements, I have been
 able to follow such individuals for as much as 50 ft.
 They always kept to rock clefts or similar shelter
 well screened by dense vegetation. An attempt to
 catch such a skink by seizing it almost always re-
 sulted in its instantaneous escape into an inaccessible
 hiding place. Once I succeeded in noosing a large
 adult seen moving along a fissure at the base of a
 rock outcrop, where it seemed to feel secure. When
 the noose stick was extended toward it, either the
 cut end or the quivering wire attached to it dis-
 tracted the skink's attention from me, and it crawled
 rapidly toward the noose and struck at it, apparently
 mistaking it for prey, as the alligator lizard (Ger-
 rhonotus) and various iguanids have often been
 noted to do.

 In captivity Great Plains skinks are less nervous
 and excitable than five-lined skinks, and take food
 more readily and thrive better. The viciousness men-

 tioned by various authors applies only to individuals
 that are handled and are struggling to defend them-
 selves; the skink does not offer to bite until it has
 been grasped. Other small reptiles, or mammals en-
 closed with captives are ordinarily neither attacked
 nor threatened. Skinks kept in containers having
 a layer of loose soil or objects to hide beneath usually
 kept out of sight under cover, but when cages were
 sprinkled with water the skinks were likely to emerge
 and drink greedily, even though a regular supply
 of drinking water was available in a pan or dish.
 Such captive skinks excavated burrows. Several
 might use the same burrow system, or parts of it,
 simultaneously.

 A skink newly introduced into a container with
 loose soil might within a few minutes bury and con-
 ceal itself. With snout depressed the burrowing
 skink forces its head forward into the soil aided by
 lateral flexions of its neck, the powerful muscles
 exerting pressure first from one side and then from
 the other. The squirming movements of the muscular
 body are supplemented by the short forelimbs per-
 forming slow machinelike digging moverhents to
 scratch away particles of soil and scrape them back
 to one side. The forelegs, being shorter than the
 head and neck combined, are used to move soil from
 beneath the chin on either side. The hind feet also
 are used, but to a lesser extent, scooping back loose
 earth brought within their reach by the forefeet.

 Where these skinks were abundant, as at Rat
 Ledge, and certain other areas away from the Reser-
 vation, they were often found in their burrows when
 sheltering flat rocks were lifted, exposing them. At
 times when the soil was loose and moist in late spring
 and early summer, most of the suitable flat rocks, in
 situations supporting high populations of the skinks,
 had recent excavations beneath them, often unoc-
 cupied. A burrow might lead from an entrance at
 one side of the rock to an exit on the other side in
 a fairly direct course, or a burrow might wind about,
 with one or more lateral branches. Most of the skinks
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 caught by hand were those uncovered in such situa-
 tions. Reactions of an exposed skink varied accord-
 ing to temperature and the amount of concealment
 provided by the burrow system. Some skinks im-
 mediately dashed for other cover; others withdrew
 from view into deeper parts of their burrows. Usu-
 ally such individuals were easily dug out, but an
 occasional burrow was so deep and well protected by
 rocks that the skink in it was secure from capture.
 Frequently an exposed skink withdrew out of sight
 only to break through the surface crust with its
 snout a few inches from the point of disappearance
 and attempt to escape by running.

 In one exceptional instance, on May 26, 1949,
 near Rat Ledge, an adult, exposed by turning the
 flat rock that was sheltering it, ran 10 ft. to a small
 elm tree nearby and escaped by climbing rapidly
 up the vertical trunk to dense foliage more than 15
 ft. above the ground. At this place, no rock clefts
 or holes were noticed, and the skink did not hestitate
 in heading for the tree.

 Captive skinks were seen to find their food by both
 sight and scent. An active spider or insect placed
 in the container usually stimulated the lizard to
 immediate pursuit. It was characteristic of the skink
 to pause as it overtook the prey and prepared to
 lunge at it, in contrast to the behavior of more
 active lizards of other families-racerunners, fence
 lizards, or collared lizards-which often catch their
 prey on the run. The pause at close range before the
 final lunge may serve partly for olfactory test of
 the prey. Food was easily recognized by olfactory
 test alone. A piece of meat or a freshly killed insect
 might soon be noticed by a skink passing nearby,

 and was grasped after a preliminary touch with
 the tongue.

 MOVEMENTS

 On the Reservation, habitat suitable for Great
 Plains skinks totalled only a few acres. Being largely
 confined to these small areas, the skinks may not have
 moved about so freely as they would have where
 continuous habitat extended over large areas. Even
 within their preferred habitat they tended to stay
 in small areas of more than 50 ft. but less than 150

 ft. in greatest diameter, for periods of weeks or
 months, or even years. For the 118 individuals re-
 captured, the maximum distances between captures
 averaged 77.5 ft. Eleven had made no measurable
 movement and 27 others were not more than 10 ft.
 from the point of original capture. The median move-
 ment was 40 ft. Ninety-one of the total had moved
 100 ft. or less, and 27 had moved more than 100 ft.;
 twelve of these latter had moved more than 200 ft.
 It is evident that vagility varies according to age and
 sex. Average, median and maximum movements in
 feet were, for adult males 89.8, 70, and 375; for
 adult females 55.0, 50, and 400; and for juveniles
 47.0, 35 and 375.

 Several types of movements are involved. The
 occasional shifts to new areas cannot be distinguished
 with any degree of assurance from the normal move-
 ments within a home range unless the records for

 the individuals are unusually complete. For several,
 shifts seem to be clearly indicated (Fig. 7). After
 a series of captures near the same place such a skink
 would show up at a new location for a second series
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 FIG. 5. Map of "Rat Ledge" stud) area showing chief physiographic features, and also showing successive
 capture points and possible home ranges of individual Great Plains skinks. Inset shows locatioa of the study
 area (in black) on the University of Kansas Natural History Reservation, the section in the extreme northwest
 corner of Douglas County, Kansas (sectioa 4, TWP 12S, R 20E). No. 1: Three captures in two months. No.
 2: Two captures ia' 33 months. No. 3: Two captures in onle month. No. 4: Two captures in one month. No. 5:
 12 captures in 12 months. No. 6: Four captures in 11 months. No. 7: Eight captures in 22 months.
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 FIG. 6. Map of "Rat Ledge" study area the same as that in FIG. 5, showing successive capture points and
 possible home ranges of individual skinks. No. 1: Thirteen captures in 26 months. No. 2: Nine captures in 12
 months. No. 3: Six captures in 24 months. No. 4: Five captures in 11 months. No. 5: Three captures in
 three months. No. 6: Five captures in 11 months. No. 7: Two captures in two months. No. 8: Eight cap-
 tures in 4 months. No. 9: Two captures in 25 months. No. 10: Four captures in 25 months. No. 11: Three
 captures in 11 months. No. 12: Two captures in 11 months. No. 13: Two captures in 2 months. No. 14: Four
 captures in 3 months. No. 15: Three captures in 11 months. No. 16: Two captures in 2 months. No. 17: Six
 captures in 24 months. No. 18: Four captures in 2 months. Note that in favorable areas ranges of several
 or many individuals may overlap.

 FIG. 7. Map of "Rat Ledge" study area, the same as that in FIG. 5, showing successive capture points and
 possble omeranges of individual skinks. These individuals made unusually long movements, evidently involv-

 ing shift to new home ranges, different from those originally occupied. No. 1: Four captures in 25 months.
 No. 2: 18 captures in 11 months. No. 3: Three captures in 36 months. No. 4: 12 captures in 12 months. No.
 5: Three captures in 14 months.
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 of captures clustering together. For other individ-
 uals captured only a few times, outstandingly long
 movements seemed to indicate that shifts had oc-
 curred. A few individuals seem to have shifted more
 than once. Several of these had moved back to the
 starting place.

 Limitations inherent in the methods of catching
 Great Plains skinks prevented obtaining random
 distribution of records for individuals. Wire funnel
 traps could be used successfully where natural fea-
 tures of the terrain created likely travel routes in
 which skinks could be intercepted, usually along
 edges of rock outcrops or sunken boulders. Only one
 or a few such sites might be present in the area oc-
 cupied by an individual skink. Most of the skinks
 that were caught by hand were uncovered in their
 burrows, but the potential sites of capture by this
 method were likewise usually not numerous within
 the small area evidently encompassed by a home
 range. In most of its hiding places the individual
 was secure from capture.

 TABLE 1. Average distance in feet between points
 of capture. Numerals in parentheses indicate number
 of skinks in sample.

 PROBABLY FROM AN
 EARLIER HOME RANGE

 PROBABLY WITHIN A HOME RANGE TO A LATER ONE

 Age and sex 3 or 4 more than
 classes 2 places places 4 places shifts

 Adult males.... 47.5 (10) 105.6 (8) 124.6 (12) 250 (10)
 Adult females. .. 54.2 (12) 56.0 (5) 75 (6) 290 (7)
 Ju-eniles . 35.5 (19) 56.6 (15) 60 (7) 255 (5)

 For adults, time span of individual records was
 often greater than for juveniles. As a result the
 records for adults probably included more shifts of
 range. Shifts of range probably occur either by
 gradual encroachment a few feet at a time into new
 and unfamiliar areas, or by an abrupt transfer of
 activities from one area to another. Most of the
 skinks that had shifted their home ranges had under-
 gone one or more hibernations since the original
 capture. Occasional shifts were recorded after much
 shorter intervals.

 The longest movement was one of 500 ft. by a
 skink whose records extended over 471/2 months. It
 was caught in 1949, 1952, and 1953. Probably this
 individual followed along the hilltop rock ledge in-
 stead of cutting across the intervening slopes; travel
 by the most direct route along the ledge would have
 amounted to 830 ft.

 The usual concept of home range does not apply
 well to the Great Plains skink despite its tendency

 to remain within a small area. One skink may spend
 many days in its small burrow system under the same
 rock, or else if it does emerge at all it makes only
 short trips and then returns. But such shelters and
 burrow systems are temporary, generally occupied

 for only a few days or, at the most, a few weeks.
 Then the skink moves on to another site, often only
 a few yards away. Later as it shifts to still other
 successive sites, it ordinarily does not move farther
 in the same direction, but tends to keep within a
 small area, probably using the same travel routes and
 depending on the same landmarks for shelter. The
 "home range" encompassing the area to which normal
 movements are confined, is, however, ill-defined, be-
 cause it is covered infrequently and has no definite
 boundaries and its size, shape, and position are
 ephemeral.

 BREEDING

 Sexual activity is limited to a period of weeks in
 late spring and the onset is delayed several weeks
 after emergence from hibernation. The annual breed-
 ing cycle has but slight effect on the gross appearance
 of the testes. In the breeding season they are slightly
 enlarged and turgid, approximately 10% of the
 skink's snout-vent length, and are nearly half as
 wide as long. In sexually immature males, and in
 mature males at times of year other than the breed-
 ing season, the testes are not only somewhat shorter,
 but are relatively more slender.

 On May 12, 1951, at the height of the breeding
 season, ten males were collected in Wabaunsee
 County, Kansas. The seven which seemed to be sex-
 ually mature ranging from 102 to 117 mm in snout-
 vent length, and weighing from 19.5 to 37.6 gins, had
 testes 10 to 111/2 mm in length and 4 to 5 mm in
 width. Three large young ranging from 88 to 91 mm
 in snout-vent length and weighing 14.7 to 16.3 gins,
 had testes averaging 8.2 mm in length, and 3.5 in
 width. In four males of 111 to 119 mm and 29.5
 to 34.3 gims collected on June 3 and 7, after the
 breeding season, testes were somewhat smaller, 8 to
 10 mm in length and 4 to 41/2 mm in width. In five
 subadults of 95 to 104 mm collected on June 3 and
 June 17, testes averaged 7.6 mm long and 3.5 mm in
 width. No histological study of the seasonal changes
 in the male gonad was made. The annual cycle in
 all species of Eumeces probably follows closely the
 trends found by Reynolds (1943) in E. fasciaths.

 Courtship and copulation have been described by
 several observers. The mating pattern followed prob-
 ably is similar to that in other species of Eumeces.
 Visual recognition of the female by the male usually
 initiates the courtship but is invariably followed by
 olfactory test as the approaching male touches the
 female with his tongue. There is but little prelimii-
 nary courtship; the male dashes in pursuit of the
 female, and grasps her by loose skin of the shoulder
 region. A minute or more afterward he loops his
 hindquarters beneath the female to begin copulation,
 which is normally of several minutes' duration.

 On May 13, 1952, a male that was placed in a
 container with two females courted both, persistently
 but unsuccessfully. Neither was receptive, and one
 seemed to be already gravid. The male followed them
 about, nosing their tails and bodies. Seemingly stim-
 ulated, he would pursue, either astride a female's
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 hindquarters or alongside her, biting clumsily at her
 side, but without securing a hold. The female that
 seemed to be gravid, reacted violently, twitching her
 tail in irritation as the male approached, and opening
 her mouth in threat, then scrambling away to hide
 under any available shelter.

 In late April, May and June I have often found
 Great Plains skinks in pairs, a male and female in
 the same burrow or interconnected burrows beneath
 flat rocks. On one occasion when such a pair was
 placed together in a container soon after their cap-
 ture, copulation ensued within a few minutes. Prob-
 ably the species is not strictly monogamous. A male
 having located a receptive female in her burrow
 system probably tends to remain there for periods
 of days or longer and to repulse other males that may
 come later, defending the burrow as a temporary
 small breeding territory.

 On May 7, 1949, on the University of Kansas
 campus, a pair of large adults were found under
 a sunken boulder on a grassy bank. They were cap-
 tured and photographed. A few minutes later when
 the boulder was raised again, a second smaller male
 was found under it, seemingly having just come
 there. When the female was released there, she ran
 and the small male followed her eagerly. The female
 was slow and phlegmatic in her behavior. The male
 overtook her approximately three feet from the point
 of release, and succeeded in copulating. As the pair
 separated, the first male was released beside the
 boulder. In moving about, he soon noticed the
 smaller male, and immediately gave chase. Both
 scrambled for several yards with unusually animated
 and brisk movements. The pursued male found con-
 cealment and escaped in a clump of bushes. After
 several minutes the larger male returned slowly to
 the vicinity where he had been captured. The female
 had moved several feet up the bank, and was lying
 on a flat rock under bushes. The male soon noticed
 her and approached. Several times when the female
 moved, he followed close behind. His behavior
 toward the female contrasted with the aggressive
 courtship of the smaller male.

 Recorded dates of copulation in confinement are:
 April 21, April 27, and May 6 (Gloyd 1928); May
 8, 1926, May 17, 1926, June 13, 1927, and June 15,
 1927 (Burt 1928). On May 31, 1953, Mr. Richard
 B. Loomis noted copulation in a pair captured a few
 days earlier. On May 31, 1953, copulation was re-
 corded in a pair collected on the same day. These ten
 dates indicate a spread of nearly two months in the
 breeding season, but in captivity abnormal matings
 miay occur. In any one year the span of the breed-
 ing season is probably less, with variations from year
 to year according to weather conditions.

 Of numerous females dissected, one on May 3,
 1952, contained nine ovarian ova, another on May 20,
 1949, contained 17 ovarian ova, and another on June
 3, 1950 contained 15 ovarian ova. Two examined on
 June 7, 1953, contained eight and nine uterine eggs.
 Females laid clutches of 11, 12, and 15 eggs in cap-
 tivity. Additional records of clutch size are provided

 by published records: 11 (Gloyd 1928); 9 and 15
 (Burt 1928); 10 (Taylor 1936); and 7 (Bailey 1943).
 The average for these 13 clutches is 11.4.

 Laying dates recorded in the literature are: June
 11-13, 1925 (Gloyd 1928); June 18, June 26, July
 1, and July 1-7 (Burt 1928); July 10-14, 1941
 (Bailey 1943). On July 1, 1950, a clutch of eggs
 was found in a terrarium where they may have been
 deposited a few days earlier, and other clutches have
 been recorded laid on June 25, 1951, June 21, 1952,
 and June 20-22, 1953.

 TABLE 2. Length, weight, and condition of reproduc-
 tive organs in adult and subadult females.

 Pnout-vent
 Date length Weight Sizes and numbers of ova

 in mm (ems)

 May 20, 1949 ... 120 52.2 17 (6 left, 11 right) a-. 8 mm
 June 3, 1950 .... 123 43.1 15 (6 left, 9 right) a,. 9 mm
 April 29, 1951 ... 126 38.3 30+, av. 2 mm
 May 12,1951 ... 115 37.5 22, av. 2 mm
 May 12, 1951 ... 107 24.8 Numerous ova, av. approx. 1.8 mm
 May 12, 1951 ... 118 42.3 17 (7 left, 10 right) av. 3 mm
 May 2, 1951 .... 111 37.7 28 (12 left, 16 right) av. 2.5 mm
 May 2, 1951 .... 100 21.0 24 (12 left, 12 right) av. 2 mm
 April, 1951* .... 105 25.6 31 (16 left, 15 right) av. 1.2 mm
 May 6, 1951 .... 120 43.0 25 (10 left, 15 right) av. 2.8 mm
 May 6, 1951 .... 109 27.8 24 (12 left, 12 right) av. 1.5 mm
 May 19, 1951 ... 108 26.1 15 (8 left, 7 right) av. 1 mm
 May 19, 1951 ... 104 22.0 19 (9 left, 10 right) av. 1.5 mm
 June 17, 1951 ... 113 29.9 Many ova, all less than 1 mm
 June 17, 1951 ... 105 24.6 Many ova, all less than 1 mm
 June 25, 1951 ... 113 36.9 Many ova, all less than 1 mm
 June 3, 1951 .... 117 29.8 Many ova, all less than 1.5 mm
 June 3, 1951 .... 102 20.7 Many ova, all less than 1 mm
 June 3, 1951 .... 117 30.0 Many ova, all less than 1 mm
 June 26, 1951 ... 104 .... Many ova, all less than 1.5 mm
 May 3, 1952 .... 128 33.1 9 (5 left, 4 right) av. 3.2 mm
 June 7, 1953 .... 107 30.5 8 (uterine, 4 left, 4 right) 13 x 9 mm
 June 7, 1953.... 116 32.6 9 (uterine, 4 left, 5 right) 13 x 8 mm

 *Late in the month.

 Only five of the 23 females examined in spring
 and early summer, as listed in Table 2, had markedly
 enlarged ovarian ova, or uterine ova, indicating that
 they were breeding. Five, having snout-vent lengths
 of 105 mm or less, may have been too young to have
 attained sexual maturity, and four others that were
 taken in late April or early May may have been col-
 lected too early in the season to show well defined evi-
 dence of breeding, even though they might have pro-
 duced eggs later in the season. Nevertheless, it seems
 that a large proportion of the adult females may fail
 to breed in any one season, and as a result the pro-
 ductivity is low. On only one occasion have I found
 eggs in a natural nest of E. obsoletus, although I have
 found dozens of clutches of E. fasciatus. Judging
 from the site where the E. obsoletus clutch was found,
 and the sites where gravid females were found in
 burrows beneath rocks, the nest burrows of obsoletus
 are much deeper and better protected than those of
 fasciatus. Perhaps one reason why so few gravid
 female Great Plains skinks are found is that they
 tend to remain in deep burrows, usually beneath
 massive boulders that cannot be turned. At different
 times, four females were kept in containers with their
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 clutches of eggs (Fig. 8) Each excavated a nest
 burrow like those seen in the field and resembling
 nest burrows of E. fasciatus except for their larger
 size and greater depth. Moist soil lining the nest
 cavity was glazed by pressure of the skink's smooth
 polished body as it moved about. These females
 rarely showed themselves above the surface of the
 soil in their containers. They occasionally emerged
 to drink when the container was heavily sprinkled
 with water. From time to time nests were dug up
 and exposed in the containers in order to observe
 them, and on several occasions the female with her
 clutch of eggs was transferred to a new container.
 It was characteristic of the female that she kept her
 clutch in a compact cluster by partly encircling the
 eggs with her body, and she excavated a burrow for
 their shelter. The nest burrow might at first be near
 the surface of the soil if the female had been trans-
 ferred to a new container, necessitating excavation
 of a new burrow. But in every instance eventually
 the cavity was displaced downward until the eggs
 were resting on the bottom of the container.

 FIG. 8. Adult female Great Plains skink with her
 clutch of eggs, % natural size.

 Females differed in their reactions to disturbance
 when exposed in their burrows with their clutches.
 One would run from the nest and hide in another
 part of the container. Another displayed no fright
 but would advance toward my extended hand, ex-
 amining it intently and testing it with her tongue.
 The females did not attempt to attack in defense of
 their eggs, nor did they open their mouths in threat,
 as brooding females of E. fasciatus often do under
 similar circumstances.

 Froni the four clutches of eggs kept and incubated
 in the laboratory, only one young was hatched. Most
 of the eggs were attacked and destroyed by molds
 or fungi. Shells of several were ruptured when they
 were handled, despite special precautions taken in
 rolling thenm into a teaspoon, rather than by grasp-
 ing them between the fingers.

 On June 25, 1951, a female was found in a natural
 nest with her clutch, seemingly newly laid, as the
 shells were still clean and white. The female with
 her eggs was transferred to the laboratory, but
 eventually she deserted. The history of this clutch
 during their incubation is summarized in the follow-
 ing notes which show gradual increase in size and
 weight as a result of absorption of moisture. Meas-
 urenients are in mm.
 June 25 Sizes of six randomly selected eggs of the

 clutch of 12: 18.2 x 11.9; 18.2 x 11.9; 18.9 x 11.1;
 18.3 x 11.3; 19.0 x 11.5; 18.2 x 11.5. Total weight
 of combined clutch of 12: 15.7 gins.

 June 30 Lengths range from 19.1 to 18.7; widths
 from 12.5 to 12.0; combined weight of all 12:
 15.7 gms.

 July 17 Seven eggs have spoiled; sizes of remaining
 five: 23.8 x 14.5, 2.8 gms; 23.5 x 14.5, 2.75 gms;
 22.2 x 14.2, 2.4 gms; 22.0 x 13.8, 2.3 gms; 21.3 x
 13.0, 2.1 gins.

 July 20 Sizes of remaining three: 24.1 x 15.0, 2.85
 gms; 22.3 x 14.1, 2.4 gms; 21.1 x 13.0, 1.9 gins.

 July 22 24.2 x 15.1, 2.9 gms; 22.3 x 14.0, 2.4 gins.
 July 28 25.0 x 15.3, 3.2 gms; 23.2 x 14.4, 2.55 gms.
 August 3 24.2 x 14.8, 3.3 gms (accidentally punc-

 tured); 23.5 x 14.7, 2.8 gms.
 August 15 Remaining egg found to have hatched;

 snout-vent length of hatchling 35? mm, tail 42
 mm, weight 1.1 gms.
 Although E. obsoletus produces somewhat larger

 clutches of eggs than does E. fasciatus, the reproduc-
 tive potential is lower. E. fasciatus breeds at the end
 of its second year and each adult female produces
 an annual brood regularly thereafter, whereas in
 E. obsoletus three years or more are required to at-
 tain sexual maturity and many of the mature females
 seem not to participate in the annual breeding season.
 Lower productivity in E. obsoletus smay be correlated
 with the safer existence provided by subterranean
 habits, and also with its larger size. Size ratio of egg
 to parent and of hatchling to parent is similar in
 both species; the hatchling averages approximately
 one-third of the adult's length (snout-vent), and a
 little less than 1/30 of the weight of an adult.

 GROWTH

 Hatching occurs in the latter half of the summer.
 In the southern part of the range hatching is rela-
 tively early; Mosauer (1932) stated that young were
 abundant at the time of his arrival on July 5 in the
 Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico and Texas.
 In northeastern Kansas, however, hatching occurs in
 late July or in August or even as late as the early
 part of September. The recorded copulation dates
 indicate that the breeding season may extend over
 several weeks in any one year. Further spread in
 time of hatching may result from the shortening of
 incubation in clutches that are laid where they re-
 ceive the maximum amount of heat from rocks or
 soil warmed by sunshine, and the lengthening of in-
 cubation in clutches that are in partly shaded sites
 where soil temperatures average lower. Earliest re-
 corded appearance of hatchlings on the Reservation
 each year of the study were as follows: July 28,
 1949; August 9, 1950; August 15, 1951 (hatched in
 laboratory, none seen in field); none recorded in
 1952; August 1, 1953.

 Numerous young that were only slightly larger
 than the one hatched in the laboratory, and one that
 was even smaller were recorded in late sumimmer, be-
 fore their first hibernations. These young were easily
 recognizable as hatchlings since the year-old young
 hatched the preceding summers had grown to many
 times the bulk of the hatchlings and in some in-
 stances, to more than twice their length.
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 In a hatchling captured on August 1, 1953, the
 coloration in life was as follows: entire dorsal sur-
 face jet black except for pale round or oval marks
 in three series on each side on certain cephalic plates,
 a median small faint one on dorsal part of rostral;
 a nearly round one in center of each supranasal
 covering about half of diameter of scale itself; some-
 what oval one on each prefrontal, extending for
 length of scale (largest of markings on dorsal side
 of head) ; small faint one in each anterolateral corner

 of frontoparietal; small one in lateral portion of

 TABLE 3. Sizes of young Eumeces obsoletus recorded.
 before their first hibernations.

 Snout-vent Tail
 Date length length Weight

 in mm. in mm. in grams

 July 25, 1949 ........... 40 50
 July 31, 1949 ........... 39 491
 August 1, 1953 ......... 39 1.1
 August 2, 1949 ......... 38 51
 August 2, 1949 ......... 39 39-1
 August 8, 1949 ......... 43 20*
 August 8, 1949 ......... 44 41 -*
 August 8, 1949 ......... 432 55
 August 13, 1949 . . 45 62
 August 17, 1953 ........ 45 61
 August 17, 1953 ........ 50 65
 August 19, 1949 ...... . 50 64
 August 19, 1949 ...... . 46 55
 August 22, 1949. 451 20-12
 August 29, 1949 ........ 61 92
 August 20, 1950 ........ 362 46 .8
 August 23, 1950 . . 43 54 1.7
 August 25, 1950 ...... . 42 54 1.3
 August 28, 1950 ........ 36 44 1.0
 August 31, 1950 ........ 42 9* 1.2
 September 1. 1949 .. 52 71
 September 2, 1950 ...... 32 39 .5
 September 2, 1950 ..... 43 45* 2.2
 September 8, 1950 . 39 351* .9

 'Bro1 en stub.

 each supraocular; nearly round one in anterolateral

 corner of each parietal almost as large as that on
 prefrontal; on each side one on dorsal part of first
 scale of third row (counting from mid-line) on
 neck.

 These light marks are arranged in a linear series.

 On each of several anterior supralabials, one oc-
 cupies most of the area, but on the large posterior

 supralabials they occupy only the central parts.
 Posteriorly, beyond the supralabials, this series is

 continued by a spot behind the ear opening which

 is approximately the size of the ear opening itself,
 and is the largest of all the light marks; one is on
 each of the first five infralabials, occupying most
 of each scale; one is on the median mental, one is
 on the median postmental and one is on each of the
 three chin shields on each side. Ventrally the body
 is slate colored. The tail is dark purplish blue.

 Presumably the mortality is high among hatchlings.
 If this is so, the chances of recapturing any one in-
 dividual after a period of months is poor. Only three
 individuals that were first captured and marked in
 late summer after hatching were recaptured as year-
 lings permitting tracing of their growth through and
 beyond the first year of life. Records of these in-
 dividuals are shown in Table 4.

 Hibernation lasts until late April or May and the
 smallest young taken in those months may not be
 much larger than hatching size. By the end of
 May, however, all have grown to a snout-vent length
 of more than 50 mm. June was the only month of
 the skinks' active season in which no young shorter
 than 50 mm in snout-vent length was taken.

 By the time of emergence from the first hiberna-
 tion, the young, although still small, may have begun
 change of the jet black color of the hatchling to the
 dull speckled adult pattern. In a juvenile of 57 mm
 snout-vent length, and weighing three grams, the
 color in life on April 2, 1953 follows: dorsal ground

 TABLE 4. Hatehlings recaptured in next two years.

 Snout-vent
 Dates of capture length Tail length Weight Remarks

 in mm. in mm. in grams

 Number 1
 Aug. 2, 1949.... 38 51 5.4 Individual no. 1 was marked when it was a little larger than
 June 21, 1950.... 65 88 5.4 hatching size; subsequent growth up to an age of almost 23
 Aug. 14, 1950.. .. 83 120 10.3 months followed the trend shown in Table 8 but was consist-
 June 17, 1951 .... 86 59-66 11.5 ently somewhat smaller.

 Number 2
 Aug. 19, 1949.... , 50 64 .... Individual no. 2 must have hatched in July 1949 as it was al-
 Sept. 13, 1949.... 59 34-2 .... ready well above hatching size when first captured on August 19.
 June 26, 1950.... 77 49-39 7.7 At first its growth was accelerated but it gradually lost this early
 Aug. 20, 1950... . 87 53-49 12.5 advantage, and by the time of its last capture when it was ap-
 May 21, 1951..-.. 89 7* 10.3 proximately 22 months old it was slightly below average size for

 its age group.

 Number 3
 Aug. 29, 1949.... 61 92 7 Individual no. 3 must have been at least a month old when first
 May 30, 19,50.... 65 87* 5.1 captured as it was already much larger than hatching size. At
 June 21, 1951.. .. 96 142 18 an age of two years it was still somewhat under small-adult size,
 July 21, 1951.... 97 70-3 12 and was about average ler gth for its age group.

 *Broken stub.
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 color mainly golden brown, but with each scale
 heavily edged with black; this black edging heaviest
 on the sides just above the level of the limb insertions,
 imparting the effect of a faint dark lateral stripe;
 below this dark lateral area at the level of the
 limb insertions, the dark edges are lacking, and there
 is a faint reddish suffusion about five scale rows
 wide. The ventral surface is silvery gray with a
 faint greenish suffusion; the dorsal and ventral color
 patterns of the body continue onto the limbs, which
 are a little darker than the body; the eye is dark.
 As in hatchlings, the labials are mainly white, with
 dark edges that are wider in the posterior ones, and
 there are orange marks on top of the head on each
 side. Otherwise the top of the head approximates the
 dorsal body color, but with more dusky suffusion.
 Lateral portions of the parietals are black. Both
 dorsally and ventiaily the body coloration is con-
 tinued onto the basal two-fifths of the tail. Farther
 posteriorly the tail becomes increasingly suffused
 with purplish blue.

 There is a great deal of individual variation and
 probably geographic variation in the rate of pattern
 metamorphosis. Although the one described above
 may be fairly typical, others retain the black dorsal
 color longer, or lose it sooner. Cliff (1953) briefly
 described a young specimen of only 54 mm from
 Guasabas, Sonora, in which the coloration was uni-
 form brown above except for the pale markings on
 the head. On the other hand, a yearling caught re-
 peatedly on the Reservation in July and August,
 1953, when it was nearing adult size (93 mm snout-
 vent length) still had the black of the hatchling
 pattern predominating (Fig. 9). Most year-old
 young have a pattern transitional between the pat-
 terns of hatchling and adult, but sufficiently different
 from either that all three sizes might be mistaken for
 different kinds. The effect is that of a faintlv banded
 pattern. In a skink of 86 mm snout-vent length
 examined on July 14, 1953, the transitional color
 pattern was as follows: The four mid-dorsal scale
 rows form a band of coppery brown, with a narrow
 black edge on each scale. The line of contact between
 the second and third scale row on each side is black,
 forming an irregular stripe which averages approxi-
 mately 0.5 mm in width. The remainder of the third
 scale row and most of the fourth together form a
 pale dorsolateral stripe. A dark lateral area ap-
 proximately 2 mm wide occupies most of the fifth
 and sixth rows, which are mostly black with pale
 centers. For the width of approximately three scales
 below this dark area and down to the limb insertions,
 black pigment is lacking and there is a series of small
 irregular red blotches. This area is, however, not
 entirely distinct from the dark lateral area which has
 many red scales. The several longitudinal bands are
 not sharply defined, but blend into each other more
 or less. The ventral surface is silvery gray with a
 faintly yellowish suffusion. On the tail the dorsal
 stripes fade into each other and lose their identity.
 On the dorsal half of the tail each scale has a heavy
 black edge. Ventrally the tail has no dark markings.

 Except on its basal fourth the tail has a faint bluish
 suffusion dorsally, and this suffusion extends onto
 the ventral surface near the tip. On the head the
 light spots of the hatchling pattern are retained,
 but thev have become dull and less sharply defined.
 The cheeks are dark. There are irregular black
 markings on the edges or corners of each of the
 cephalic plates.

 FIe. 9. Juvenile approximately the same age as the
 one in FIG. 10, and grown to slightly larger size, but
 exceptional in retaining to a large extent the dark pig-
 mentation of the hatchling pattern; % natural size.

 The Great Plains skink seems to have been derived
 from an ancestral form having a lined pattern, like
 that of its nearest relatives, i.e., E. chinensis, E.
 kishinouyei, E. coreensis and the five-lined skinks.
 In the juvenal obsoletus dark pigmentation has com-
 pletely obscured the dorsal stripes except their frag-
 mented anterior ends, represented by the series of
 pale spots on the head. In the adult the striped
 pattern is entirely lost. It is only in the half-grown
 young that the lined pattern is discernible, and even
 at this stage it is faint (Fig. 10).

 FIG. 10. Juvenile approximately one year old, with
 color and pattern almost like that of the adult, but
 showing faint stripes characteristic of this stage of
 development; % natural size.

 In contrast to the individuals recorded in Tables
 5 and 6 which mostly made steady growth in the
 intervals between successive captures, there were
 several seemingly stunted young, which although they
 were far short of adult size, grew only a little in
 long intervals between captures, or did not grow at
 all. These are recorded in Table 7.
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 TABLE 5. Growth within the skink 's second growing season, following emergence from the first hibernation, as
 illustrated by the following records of four selected individuals.

 Snout-vent
 Date and length Tail length Weight Remarks
 Number in mm in mm in grams

 Number 1
 May 11, 1951 49 24'-10 ... Like most others hatched in 1950 this individual was somewhat
 June 5, 1951 .... 55 30-16 ... retarded as compared with young of 1949 on corresponding dates.

 Number 2
 May 5, 1952.... 52 71 ... This individual followed the general trend of growth but was
 July 1, 1952.... 72 102 4 a little behind the average.
 July 15, 1952.... 75 105 6.1

 Number 3
 May 15, 1950..... 55 761 3.2 This individual followed the typical growth pattern but was
 May 28, 19.50.. 571 791 ... slightly below average size at each capture.
 July 23, 1950.... 77 113 9.6
 Aug. 25, 1950.... 80 119 9.8

 Number 4
 June 16, 1949.... 67 38* ... At the time of its first capture when approximately 11 months
 Aug. 8, 1949.... 94 58-62 17 old, this young was a little below average size but during the
 Aug. 22, 1949.... 98 59-68 20 next two months it made unusually rapid growth and by late

 summer it was larger than average size.

 *Broken stub.

 The skinks upon which Table 8 is based were all
 marked individuals from the study area whose his-
 tories were known more or less. In order to estimate
 the ages of the larger young (those more than a
 year old) with any degree of assurance, it was neces-
 sary to have the records of growth from the smaller
 sizes of the first year young. From the data in Table
 8 it seems that typically, at least in females, sexual
 maturity is not attained until the skink is three years
 old. The smallest female found to have maturing ova
 had a snout-vent length of 107 mm which is ap-
 proximately the average size of three-year-old in-
 dividuals.
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 FIG. 11. Growth in snout-vent length in young Great
 Plains skinks taken two or more times within the same
 growing season.

 The most notable fact concerning the growth of
 young is the great difference in rate between in-
 dividuals of the same size. Some remain static for
 periods of months, while others continue their early
 rapid growth until they have reached nearly adult
 size. In other reptiles also (for instance in the rat-
 tlesnake, Crotalus viridis) many of the less vigorous
 or less fortunate young are stunted in their growth
 and never reach maturity. The records of such re-
 tarded individuals may give an erroneous impres-
 sion of the time required to grow to adult size
 (Fitch 1949).

 FOOD HABITS

 Several authors have made casual observations con-
 cerning the food habits of the Great Plains skink.
 Grant (1927) kept a juvenile five inches long and
 recorded that it greedily ate small crickets, young
 grasshoppers, sow bugs, and freshly laid grasshop-
 per eggs. Describing its actions in catching the prey
 he wrote: ". . . the lizard got his eye on the hopper
 and raised high his blue tail and waved it rapidly and
 gracefully making letter S's and then pounced on
 and devoured the small hopper. The tail waving
 seemed to serve as a distraction from the real danger,
 like the nervousness inherent in the end of a cat's
 tail." Hartman (1906) stated that this skink winl
 attack animals as large as itself. One, that he kept,
 seized by the neck a hog-nosed snake a foot long,
 and shook it, attempting to kill it until forced to
 release its hold. This attack probably was motivated
 by a natural hostility to snakes and by self-defense
 rather than by an attempt to obtain food. Another
 skink killed and ate a young collared lizard three
 inches long. Stomach contents that Hartman ex-
 amined contained large grasshoppers and crickets,
 and one skink had eaten a large ground spider. The
 stomach of a juvenile contained a fly, a grasshopper,
 two leafhoppers and a cricket. Young kept by Hart-
 man in captivity injured or killed young Sceloporus
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 TABLE 6. Free-living skinks of adult or nearly adult size originally captured and marked in a previous year when
 so small as to be assignable to the brood of a particular year.

 Snout-vent
 Late and length Tail length Weight Remarks
 Number in mm in mm in grams

 Number 1
 May 26, 1949.... 67 91 7 Must have been approximately 10 months old at time of original
 June 3, 1950.... 95 105-241 18.1 capture. Both on this occasion and at recapture more than a

 year later it approximated average size for its age.
 Number 2

 May 30, 1949.... 67 91 9 About average size for its age (10 months) at original capture;
 July 25, 1949.... 99 144 21 continued rapid growth through the next two months but lost
 May 11, 1950.... 100 1521 15.8 weight and gained but little in lejigth in next 9' months.

 Number 3
 June 6, 1949... . 641 1021 8 Approximated the average size for its age group in all three of
 July 1, 1949.... 76 116 .... its records, extending over nearly a year.
 May 20, 1950.... 94 141 17.9

 Number 4
 June 14, 1949... . 72 99 .... Female first recorded as a half-grown young about 11 months old;
 July 26, 1952.... 123 93-40 .... not recaptured until four years old and near maximum adult size.

 Number 5
 June 29, 1949... . 78 91-11 11 Female first recorded at an age of about eleven months; re-
 July 25, 1949.... 87 98-151 11 captured at 35 months, grown to large adult size.
 June 11, 1951.... 117 103-41 34

 Number 6
 Aug. 8, 1949.... 44 411* .... Female hatched in July 1949 and first captured when only a few
 June 20, 1952... . 112 122-33 .... weeks old; recaptured as medium-sized adult near end of third

 year.
 Number 7

 Aug. 16, 1949...... 84 117 .... First captured at probable age of one year; still near minimum
 June 23, 1952.... 108 94-141-11 .... adult size when recaptured at 46 months.

 Number 8
 Aug. 29, 1949.... 94 139 20 Male, may have been either one year old or two when first re-
 Aug. 8, 1950.... 108 160t 28.0 corded late in the summer of 1949; had attained small adult

 size when recaptured almost a year later.
 Number 9

 May .....95.... 56 78 3.3 First recorded soon after emergence from its first hibernation;
 May 14, 1951.... 88 130 14 approximated average growth rate in ensuing year.

 Number 10
 May 16, 1950..... 65 93 5.3 First recorded soon after emergence from first hibernation, then
 July 18, 1951.... 98 151 22 slightly accelerated; 14 months later was still slightly larger than

 the average size for its age.
 Number 11

 July 7, 1950..... 82 88-25 11.1 First recorded at probable age of 11 months: made steady
 May 31, 1952.... 105 107-35 20 growth to near average adult size two years later.
 July 6, 1952.... 116 123-37 31.2

 Number 12
 June 3, 1950.... 99 57-56 17.2 Male first captured as a well grown young either late in second
 Aug. 28, 1951.... 112 66-4-3 24 year or perhaps in third year; 15 months later had grown to a

 medium-small adult.
 Number 13

 July 27, 1950..... 70 100 6.0 First captured at age near one year; illustrates extreme retarda-
 July 18, 1951.... 84 33-41 12.0 tion; had made so little growth when recaptured a year later

 that size was then typical of those only half its age.
 Number 14

 July 28, 1950.... 83 45-611 10.7 First recorded at probable age of one year; just short of small
 May 7, 1951... 85 46-59 14 adult size when recaptured 121 months later.
 Aug. 15, 1951.... 106 127t 28

 Number 15
 July 19, 1953.... 89 139 18.0 First recorded when a little less than one year old; well short of
 Aug. 10, 1953.... 97 62-4 19 adult size when recaptured 11 months later.
 June 24, 19M4.... 103 70-50 25.2

 *Broken stub. tRegenerated.
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 TABLE 7. Free-living skinks more than one year old that did not grow as expected.

 Snout-vent
 Date and length Tail length Weight Remarks
 Number in mm in mm in grams

 Number 1
 July 16, 1949.... 84 60-45 12 About half grown when first captured; remained almost static
 June 17, 1950.. 86 60-48 12.7 for the next 11 months.

 Number 2
 July 19, 1949.... 95 145 20 Approaching adult size, in ten months made only slight gain
 July 25, 1949.... 97 150 25 in length and lost 32% of its weight.
 May 17, 1950 101 145 17

 Number 3
 July 31, 1949.... 92 128-3 19 Near adult size, in ten months failed to gain in length and lost
 Oct. 10, 1949.... 92 124* 15.2 27% of its weight.
 May 28, 1950. 92 77* 13.8

 Number 4
 Aug. 14, 1950.... 83 120 10.3 In ten months, made almost negligible gain in length and weight.
 June 7, 1951.... 87 59-66 11.5

 Number 5
 Aug. 16, 1949.... 97 34-82 20 Approaching small adult size at time of first capture; made such
 Aug. 1, 1950.... 104 41-88 25.9 slow growth subsequently that it was still near minimum adult
 Aug. 31, 1951.... 109 59-2 16.7 size 24 months later; lost one-third of its weight in second year.

 Number 6
 June 29, 1951.... 95 113t 22 Negligible gain in length and no gain in weight in nine months.
 April 2, 1952.... . 99 143t 21.2

 *Broken stub. tRegenerated.

 TABLE 8. Trend of growth in young Great Plains
 skinks.

 Snout-vent Weight in
 Month Probable Number length (average grams (a- erage

 age in sample and extremes) and extremes)

 August ....... 1 month 14 43.8 (61-36) 1.2 (1.7-8)
 May ......... 931months 17 59.3 (75-47) 5.7 (11-3.2)
 June ........ 10y months 30 75.6 (99-55) 10.1 (22-2.8)
 July......... 1112 months 29 82.7 (102-70) 9.2 (27-6.1)
 August ....... 12Y2 months 24 86.8 (99-71) 13.1 (20-5.2)
 September .... 13>2 months 9 87.5 (97-78) 13.2 (21-8.8)
 Apr.-May and

 June ....... 20-23 months 19 92.3 (105-85) 16.0 (28-10.3)
 July-Aug...... 23-25 months 5 96.6 (106-84) 18.4 (28-12)
 May-Aug... .. 33-37 months 9 106.5 (116-88)

 that were confined with them. Little & Elbert (1937)
 examined stomach contents of three specimens col-
 lected in New Mexico, which included a spider, frag-
 ments of a beetle, and remains of small insects. Burt
 (1928a) examined contents of three stomachs; one
 grasshopper (Melanoplus) and one katydid together
 made up 42%; three caterpillars made up 57%; and
 one spider made up one per cent. He quoted Taylor
 (MS) regarding the young which were observed to
 stalk slowly and craftily in approaching flies, catch-
 ing them with sudden lunges. They were stated to
 pay no attention to dead or motionless objects. Burt
 & Hoyle (1934) recorded one taken in Morris
 County, Kansas, on May 14, 1933, which contained
 in its stomach an adult prairie skink (Eumeces sep-
 tentrionalis). Burt (1928b) mentioned predation on
 caterpillars, grasshoppers, and moths. He observed

 a large male (presumably in captivity) devouring a
 recently laid egg of the same species.

 Much of the food probably is found in the shel-
 tered situations where the skinks tend to stay. The
 extensive burrow systems that are excavated and then
 soon deserted may be primarily for the purpose of

 finding subterranean prey. Most of the recorded
 prey animals are of kinds which might be found
 underground in the places where the skinks burrow,
 and some are so swift when they are in the open
 that they would be likely to escape.

 I cannot agree with the statement that the skinks
 pay no attention to dead or motionless objects. On
 the contrary, captives relied to a great extent on
 scent to find their food. When they were hungry,
 they would almost invariably accept as food meat
 held out to them on the end of a stick, unless they
 were frightened by my movements. They would first
 test the morsel with a single touch of the tongue,
 then immediately recognizing it as food, they would
 grasp it in the jaws. Live insects, spiders, and other
 prey introduced into the containers with captive
 skinks were usually soon recognized as food even
 though they remained motionless. Evidently sight
 played some part at least in attracting attention of
 the skinks, but invariably the object was touched with
 the tongue for olfactory test before it was actually
 grasped.

 Observations on numerous captive skinks kept over
 periods of weeks or months, indicate that this species
 is less inclined to prey on small vertebrates than
 records in the literature would seem to suggest. On
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 many occasions I have kept other smaller lizards,
 especially five-lined skinks, with Great Plains skinks
 which, to my knowledge, never molested them. In
 one instance, several Great Plains skinks were kept
 in the same terrarium with incubating clutches of E.
 fasciatus. None of the eggs was eaten, and when the
 young lizards had emerged, these too were ignored
 by the Great Plains skinks, although the young were
 approximately the same size as the normal prey.
 Spiders of somewhat greater bulk than the young
 fasciatus, when introduced into the terrarium, almost
 always stimulated the Great Plains skinks to im-
 mediate pursuit and capture within a few seconds
 after they moved, whereas the brightly colored hatch-
 lings moved about with impunity. When captive
 Great Plains skinks that had become accustomed
 to a diet of raw meat and insects were offered live
 newborn mice, they evinced but little interest. After
 the mice had been left for several hours in the con-
 tainer, they were found to be lacerated as if from
 bites, but none was eaten.

 In the present study, items of prey were recovered
 both from stomachs of specimens dissected and from
 feces. The combined sample representing 113 meals
 with 217 identified items (Table 9) is a substantially
 larger sample than that provided by the records
 hitherto published. The items from stomachs were
 less fragmentary than those from the "scats", but
 all of the iteus had been more or less crushed, broken
 and digested, and identification to species was rarely

 TABLE 9. Food items of Great Plains skinks, from
 contents of 44 stomachs and 69 seats.

 Frequency Frequency Percentage
 in stomach in scat of total

 items items occurrences

 Orthopteran
 ceuthophilid .......... 9 17 12.9
 gryllid ............... 5 12 7.8
 grasshopper .......... 7 17 11.0
 miscellaneous ......... 1 3 1.4

 Coleopteran
 adult ................ 24 15 18.0
 larva ................ 2 1 1.4

 Spider
 Phidippus and other
 salticid ............ 9 11 9.2

 Lvcosa .............. 10 13 10.6
 miscellaneous ......... 3 6 4.1

 Lepidopteran
 adult ................ 1 - .5
 larva ................ 12 - 5.5

 Hemipteran ............ 5 1 2.8
 Ant ................. .. 2 .9
 Snail or slug ............ 7 4 5.1
 Miscellaneous insect .... . . 3 1.4
 Skink ................ .. 3 1.4
 Sloughed skin .......... .. 3 1.4
 Phalangid .............. 3 4 3.2
 Miscellaneous larva .... 3 2 2.3

 Total ............... 100 117 100.0

 possible. The specimens providing the stomach items
 were from Douglas County at Pleasant Grove (6),
 and Jefferson County line west of the Reservation
 (6); Jefferson County on the section adjoining the
 Reservation to the north (5), and four miles north
 of the Reservation (4); Anderson County, four miles
 south of Garnett (4) and four miles southwest of
 Garnett (5); and Wabaunsee County, four miles
 north of Alma (3), one mile north of Alta Vista (1),
 and five miles southwest of Eskridge (10). All were
 collected in May and June.

 The seats all were collected from June to Septem-
 ber, and thus represent, on the average, a later stage of
 the season than do the stomach contents. Possibly
 some of the arthropods found in seats were first
 caught in the funnel traps and subsequently eaten
 there by captured skinks. Camel crickets and grass-
 hoppers especially, were caught in large numbers in
 the funnel traps, and were better represented among
 the seat items than among the stomach items. The
 seats were obtained chiefly from the skinks caught
 at Rat Ledge and the quarry, and a few other places
 on the Reservation, representing areas of only a few
 acres, whereas those collected for stomachs came
 from numerous localities representing a variety of
 habitat conditions within a 40-mile radius.

 The prey items included a variety of small ani-
 mals. However the size range of prey is not great,
 as no items too large to be swallowed whole are
 taken, and the smaller items are of a size sufficiently
 large to provide a substantial mouthful. Three or
 four prey animals of average size ordinarily fill the
 stomach to near its capacity. The maximum number
 of separate items found in a stomach was nine.
 Another stomach contained eight items, two others
 each had six, one had five, two had four, five had
 three, nine had two, and the remaining 23 each had
 only one. In those that contained more than one
 item there was a marked tendency to take the same
 kind of prey repeatedly. For example, one had
 eight camel crickets, one had six Phidippus audax,
 one had four carabid beetles of the same kind. This
 may reflect merely availability at the time and place
 of foraging, but probably it indicates also individual
 preference. Such preference was evident in the feed-
 ing of captives.

 The beetles eaten were of many different kinds, of
 several families, but carabids were those most fre-
 quently found. Scarabaeids were probably second in
 frequency. However, the larger members of this
 group, including the abundant "June bugs" are too
 bulky and heavily armored to be eaten ordinarily.

 Orthoptera made up a little more than 32% of
 the food, in frequency of occurrence, and probably
 a considerably higher proportion of the total bulk.
 Camel crickets (Ceuthophilus) made up a greater
 part of the food than animals of any other genus.
 Probably most of them were of the same species.
 The grasshoppers included both nymphs and adults
 of several common species. A single grouse locust
 was recorded.

 Spiders, making up approximately 24% of the
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 total number of items, were chiefly of the genera
 Phidippus (especially P. audax, the common black
 jumping spider, with 16 occurrences) and Lycosa.
 Spiders of the former genus are commonly found
 on exposed rock surfaces and climbing on low vege-
 tation. The wolf spiders are chiefly ground dwellers.
 Several were definitely identified as L. rabida, a com-
 mon large grassland species, and one as L. aspersa.
 One small jumping spider was tentatively identified

 as Habronattus viridipes, a rock-dwelling species.
 Although most of the spider material could not be
 identified, all of it probably belonged to either the

 Salticidae or the Lycosidae.
 The caterpillars found were probably of several

 different families. Some were spiny or hairy; others
 were smooth-bodied. They were up to an inch in
 length. Because of the lack of hard parts identifica-
 tion was especially difficult. Such larvae were not
 found in the scats, and probably no recognizable
 parts would have been available even if the skinks
 had eaten them. Only the most heavily chitinized
 parts of insects were intact in the scats.

 Of the hemipterans found four were reduviids, all
 tentatively identified as Melanolestes or a related
 genus. The snails included two Hawaiia minuscula,
 one Gastrocopta armifera, one Stenotrema monodon,
 one slug (Deroceras) and others too well digested to
 be identified.

 In three instances bone fragments, osteoderms,
 and scales of small skinks, probably Eumeces fas-
 ciatus, were found, and these were the only remains
 of vertebrates.

 Three phalangids were found in two stomachs and
 four in one scat. In captivity Great Plains skinks
 nearly always ignored phalangids, which usually
 were taken by five-lined skinks in the same con-
 tainers. On several occasions an attacking skink was
 seen to release the phalangid and wipe its jaws
 vigorously against nearby objects, registering strong
 distaste.

 Various small animals common or abundant in the
 situations where the skinks occur, but having noxious
 defensive secretions, or venomous stings or bites
 (centipedes, millipedes, scorpions, wasps) were not
 found in the food sample.

 Insofar as could be determined the young and
 adults are similar in feeding habits. The young, of
 course, take smaller prey, but in many instances
 these are the same species that are preyed upon
 by the adults, or at least they are the same general
 type of prey. The diet probably changes in the
 course of a season. Most of the invertebrates preyed
 upon have an annual cycle of growth, reproduction
 and death, so that they are not equally abundant or
 available at all stages of the season. The data, how-
 ever, are inadequate to show such seasonal changes.

 PREDATION

 Burt (1933) recorded that one of these skirks was
 eaten by a collared lizard (Crotaphytits collaris) in
 captivity. The writer has found no other published
 record of predation on E. obsoletus. On Augast 30,

 1948, at the northwest corner of the Reservation, a
 sudden movement in grass near the limestone ledge
 attracted attention to an adult blue-racer (Coluber
 constrictor) which had caught a large Great Plains
 skink. The skink, grasped by one flank, had twisted
 back and seized the skin of the snake's neck in a
 bulldog grip, and they lay interlocked, motionless
 except for their rapid panting and occasional strain-
 ing of the skink to bite harder or of the racer to
 shift its grip and work its jaws toward the skink's
 head. The racer broke the skink's grip and began
 to swallow it head first. When only the hind legs
 and tail of the skink still protruded from the snake's
 mouth, I lunged forward in an attempt to catch both
 reptiles. With a sudden movement the snake dis-
 gorged the skink, which darted away into the grass
 and escaped. A juvenile blue-racer caught on Sep-
 tember 17, 1950, had a Great Plains skink hatchling,
 partly digested in its stomach.

 A recently captured king snake (Lampropeltis
 calligaster) to which a Great Plains skink was
 offered, instantly became alert, moved toward the
 skink stealthily, and suddenly seized it, enveloping
 it in constricting coils.

 These skinks, when grasped, invariably attempt
 to bite the captor, at the same time squirming vigor-
 ously. One may twist its body, rotating the hind-
 quarters as much as 900 on the longitudinal axis,
 at the same time flexing the body laterally. The
 skink may defecate, pressing the anal region against
 the captor with a lateral motion which serves to
 spread the excreta, and probably increases their ef-
 fectiveness as a repellent. This defense reaction is,
 of course, common to many other kinds of lizards
 and snakes.

 Smith (1946) has described the defensive be-
 havior: "Sonoran skinks are among the most vicious
 lizards of the country. They do not tamne well and
 are likely to snap at almost any time. The bite is
 rather painful, for the small pointed mouth grabs
 only a small piece of skin and the jaws are extraor-
 dinarily powerful. With a piece of skin in its
 mouth, the skink hangs on a few seconds even if
 allowed to dangle free, and loosens its hold only after
 giving a final hard pinch and wriggling energetic-
 ally. It they are forcibly removed they attempt to
 twist free and cause a very painful laceration."

 Various snakes probably are among the chief
 predators on this skink, finding it in its hiding
 places, where it has little opportunity to escape by
 fleeing. Under such circumstances, the vigorous de-
 fense reactions noted, seizing the predator and biting
 hard and persistently, with the body held twisted
 and rigid, would seem to provide effective hindrance
 to swallowing.

 Among 70 prey items recorded in a broad-winged
 hawk (Buteo platypterus) nest on the Reservation
 in June and early July 1954, there were six Great
 Plains skinks, all but one of which were adults and
 subadults. The nest was checked several times daily.
 All the skinks were caught in the mid-day hours
 whereas some other kinds of prev were caught most
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 often in early morning or late afternoon. The
 parent hawks had killed each skink with a bite
 through the back of the neck.

 Small mammalian predators, especially those with
 the habit of digging out their prey, are important
 natural enemies. At Rat Ledge, opossums (Didelphis
 marsupialis), spotted skunks (Spilogale interrupta)
 and striped skunks (Mephitis mephitis) foraged
 regularly, and all of them occasionally attacked
 Great Plains skinks that were confined in wire fun-
 nel traps, and also almost certainly preyed upon
 them naturally. Although the traps were anchored
 down with heavy rocks to prevent such raids, the
 predators sometimes tore out the funnels to gain
 entry or tore the traps loose and rolled them down
 the steep slope, often without succeeding in opening
 them. Often the identity of the predator could not
 be determined, but on many occasions tufts of hair
 snagged on sharp projecting wires served to in-
 criminate either an opossum or a skunk or a rac-
 coon. On one occasion a trap that had been rolled
 several yards by an opossum contained a Great Plains
 skink that had lost many of its toes. Evidently the
 opossum had bitten off all the toes projecting through
 the quarter-inch wire mesh. On another occasion re-
 mains of a large skink were found partly eaten be-
 side a trap which had been broken open and which
 bore signs of spotted skunk. Frequently scratching
 and digging yin loose soil at edges of rock outcrops
 and boulders were noticed where the predators evi-
 dently had searched for food, in the situations
 utilized by the skinks. Ordinarily no distinct tracks
 could be made out to determine the predator's
 identity, but those of both kinds of skunks, and of
 opossums and raccoons were occasionally identifi-
 able. In their raids on the traps, and in digging
 under rocks these animals seemingly were attracted
 by large insects such as Ceuthophilus, in some cases,
 at least.

 The common mole (Scalopus aquaticus) often oc-
 curs in the same habitat with the Great Plains skink,
 at least in the area where field work was done, and it
 may be an important natural enemy. Frequently I
 noticed burrows of both mole and skink under the
 same boulder. On one occasion I kept an adult mole
 in captivity for several days and fed it exclusively
 upon the carcasses of a series of Great Plains skinks
 that had been partly dissected. It accepted these
 avidly. and seemed to thrive on them. When one was
 placed on the soil surface in the mole's container,
 the mole would soon burrow up beneath it and pull
 it underground to feed upon it. The carcasses were
 eaten almost entire, but patches of the bony skin
 and the head and feet were generally discarded.

 In the skinks examined, signs of old injuries, pre-
 sumnably made by predators, were frequent. In sev-
 eral, an entire foot was missing. These individuals
 did not seem to be seriously handicapped. Some of
 them were fat and in excellent condition. Such am-
 putations were found much less frequently in the
 abundant five-lined skink on the same area, and
 have rarely been noted in anv other kind of lizard.

 Amputation probably occurs when a skink, in its
 burrow, is seized by a sharp-toothed predator such
 as a mole. The skink itself would aid in the ampu-
 tation by its violent twisting and thrashing.

 Several individuals had injuries of much different
 appearance, with lacerations of both dorsal and ven-
 tral surfaces. Such an injury might have been made
 by a snake attempting unsuccessfully to swallow
 the skink. The majority of individuals examined had
 regenerated tails. Although the tail may be broken
 by accident, most breaks occur when the skink is at-
 tacked by a predator. Probably the skink's life is
 often saved by the resulting distraction, as the pred-
 ator pursues and eats the lively wriggling tail, per-
 mitting the less conspicuous and more elusive lizard
 to make its escape. The smallest skinks that I ex-
 amined, up to 45 mm, all had complete tails when
 found, although in several instances I broke the tail
 in capturing the lizard. In the skinks of successively
 larger size groups the percentages retaining the
 original tail intact steadily decreased, as follows:
 snout-vent length 36-45 mm (14 skinks), 100% had
 intact tails; 46-55 mm (18), 83%; 56-65 mm (13),
 69%; 66-75 mm (12), 58%; 76-85 mm (27), 41%;
 86-95 mm (24), 33%; 96-105 mm (65), 28%; 1106-
 115 mm (101), 31%; 116-125 mm (95), 23%; 126-
 135 mm (14), 14%.

 Most adult skinks have scars on the dorsal surface
 or sides of the body or tail. On September 16, 1949,
 an adult found at the Quarry had its right shoulder
 and spinal column injured so that the back was
 kinked. Perhaps it had been bitten by a skunk or
 opossum. Scales were missing from the right side of
 the head and the chin was deeply gashed. This skink
 was caught three times within a week, late in the
 season when there is normally but little surface
 activity. It probably was unable to burrow because
 of its injuries. Its weight declined from 37 gm on
 August 13 (before the injury was received) to 20.7
 gm on September 23, the last date of capture.

 PARASITISM

 Several of the Great Plains skinks dissected had
 numerous small white cysts of an unidentified para-
 site in their body cavities. One had an especially
 heavv infestation while others taken at the same
 time and place had none.

 Skinks of this species are especially subject to
 chigger infestation. According to Mr. Richard B.
 Loomis, who has studied chigger distribution and
 hosts in the central United States, four species have
 been found on E. obsoletus. All are of the genus
 Trombicula, namely T. gurneyi campestris (in cen-
 tral Kansas and southwestern Oklahoma), T. mon-
 tanensis (in west-central Kansas), and in eastern
 Kansas T. (Eutrombicula) lipovskyana and T. (E.)
 alfreddugesi. Although both the latter species were
 recorded on skinks from the Reservation, T. (E.)
 alfred-lugesi was by far the more common. This
 abundant pest chigger is the one that normally in-
 fests humans in the United States. In April and
 May the ski nks are ordinarilv free of chiggers.
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 Earliest dates of infestation recorded on the Reser-

 vation were: June 6, 1949; June 4, 1950; June 11,
 1951; June 12, 1952; June 17, 1953. Heaviest in-
 festations occur in July and early August. The
 numbers attached to skinks rapidly decrease later
 in the summer; activity and reproduction of the
 chiggers is reduced in dry weather.

 Typical infestations are illustrated by the 13
 skinks caught on August 8, 1949. Eight that were
 adults and subadults had infestations of approxi-
 mately 20, 25, 50, 60, 100, 200, 200, 200 and 250.
 A half-grown male had more than 100 and three
 hatchlings each had 30 to 40. In those having light
 infestations chiggers were concentrated chiefly at
 the leg insertions, especially the foreleg insertion.

 Chiggers tend to attach in groups or clusters. The
 injury to the skin resulting from the attachment of
 one permits others to attach nearby until dozens are
 lodged together in a close packed mass. Especially
 favorable sites for attachment are where there are
 protecting folds, and where there are relatively large
 areas of exposed skin between the scales. The leg in-
 sertions, the sides of the neck and body, and the eye-
 lids are common sites of attachment. In heavy infes-
 tations there may be hundreds of chiggers on a skink,
 with masses at each leg insertion, and with more or
 less continuous clusters along the sides of the neck
 and body, so densely packed beneath the edges of the
 scales that the scales stand out from the body. Even
 in such heavy infestations, the skinks suffer no ob-
 vious ill effects, and usually appear to be in good
 condition.

 Compared with other reptiles in the same habitat,
 Great Plains skinks carry chiggers in relatively large
 numbers. On the Reservation the racerunner (Cnemi-
 dophorus sextineatus) is the only other lizard that
 carries comparable numbers. On the five-lined skink
 the chiggers average only a small percentage of the
 numbers found on the Great Plains skink. The
 smaller size of the five-lined skink, and its preference
 for an open woodland habitat do not fully account
 for the difference in numbers of chiggers. When in-
 dividuals of both species, of similar size, are caught
 at the same time and place, the Great Plains skinks
 usually have many more chiggers on them.

 Whether the specific difference in susceptibility to
 chigger infestation is based upon physiological pref-
 erence of the parasite or on difference in habits of
 the hosts is unknown. E. fasciatus is quicker, more
 active and less clumsy than is obsoletus. Individuals

 of fasciatus moving about in the open are often no-
 ticed to scratch themselves, perhaps brushing off
 chiggers before they have had time to attach. Ring-
 necked snakes (Diadophis punctatus) and worm
 snakes (Carphophis amoenus) often found under the
 same rocks where Great Plains skinks stay, have
 never been found infested with chiggers.

 In places of favorable habitat where the Great
 Plains skink population is high, it is probably one
 of the principal carriers of the common chigger,
 which however, utilizes a large number of alterna-
 tive hosts, including species of reptiles, birds, and
 mammals, in a variety of habitat situations.

 NUMBERS

 Adult males become active somewhat earlier in the
 season than do females. Of 19 adults and subadults
 collected off the Reservation in April in three dif-
 ferent years, all were males and of 43 April captures
 on the study area, 32 were of males. Otherwise there
 is no obvious difference in seasonal trends of occur-
 rence between the sexes, or between young and
 adults, in contrast to the condition in Eumeces fas-
 ciatus. A collection of 115 Great Plains skinks taken
 off the Reservation in the months of May, June, and
 early July consisted of 50 considered to be adults
 (26 males and 24 females), 107 mm or larger in
 snout-vent length; 44 considered to be two- or three-
 year-olds (23 males and 21 females), 77 to 106 mm
 in snout-vent length; and 21 yearlings.

 At Rat Ledge during the five years that the study
 was in progress, the population underwent steady
 reduction, evidently as a result of deterioration of
 the habitat. Just how the reduction occurred is not
 entirely clear, but some of the skinks originally
 present were probably eliminated by normal mor-
 tality factors and others eventually dispersed as
 habitat conditions became less favorable. If they
 followed the ledge south a quarter of a mile to the
 Reservation boundary, they would have reached a
 heavily grazed, rocky, hillside pasture, which offered
 favorable habitat and was known to support a high
 population. Some probably migrated to this area,
 which also may have been the source of many in-
 dividuals that appeared on the study area from time
 to time. The recorded population of Rat Ledge in
 each of the five years of the study is shown in Table
 10.

 In 1949 the species' biomass was calculated to
 amount to a little more than three-fourths of a pound

 TABLE 10. Numbers of Great Plains skinks caught at Rat Ledge each year.

 Two-year-old
 and immature

 Adult male Adult female 3-year-old Yearling Hatchling Total

 1949 ........ 12 (all new) 11 (all new) 23 (all new) 18 (all new) 7 71
 1950 ........ 16 (10 new) 10 (5 new) 16 (9 new) 926 (24 new) 2 70
 1951 ........ 4 (3 new) 18 (9 new) 16 (7 new) 7 (all new) none 45
 1952 ........ 6 (none new) 8 (1 new) 1 (not new) 1 (new) none 16
 1953 ........ 5 (2 new) 2 (none new) 1 (not new) 5 (3 new) 2 15
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 per acre for Rat Woods, an area of a little more
 than four acres. This figure may be typical for the
 areas that provide favorable habitat, but certainly
 much higher population densities exist in unusually
 suitable habitat. Such optimuni habitat is however
 usually limited to small areas of not more than a
 few acres in any one locality.

 In the late sumimier of 1949, numerous hatchlings
 were seen along the ledge but in 1 950 they were
 scarce, and none was seen in 1951 or 1952. The cool,
 wet summer of 1951 may have been especially un-
 favorable for development of the eggs as few young
 definitely assignable to the 1951 brood were re-
 corded either on the Reservation or elsewhere. Heavy
 precipitation in 1951 hastened the process of suc-
 cession, by which saplings, shrubs, and rank weedy
 vegetation encroached upoin the formerly open areas
 along the ledge, rendering them less favorable habi-
 tat. In 1952 and 1953 the few adults captured were
 all individuals known to have been present on the
 area in previous years, and immature skinks were
 especially scarce.

 In the five-year reduction from abundance to
 scarcity, one of most striking changes was that in the
 adult males, from the 16 recorded in 1950 to the
 four recorded in 1951. The more vagile males
 evidently shifted away fromi the area sooner as
 conditions became less favorable. The females ac-
 tually seemed to increase in numbers from 1950 to
 1951. As habitat conditions worsened, those in mar-
 ginal situations may have retreated to the vicinity
 of the ledge before leaving the study area altogether.
 A similar but earlier temporary increase in males
 was noted from 1949 to 1950. Many of the adult
 skinks were taken only once, or were taken a few
 times at points that were relatively widely separated,
 suggesting that they were transients on the study
 area.

 SUMMARY

 Over a five-year period, 1949 to 1953 inclusive,
 at the University of Kansas Natural History Reser-
 vation, a population of Great Plains skinks was
 studied. Many of them were marked by toe-clipping,
 and individuals were recaptured as many as 17
 times. These and others were observed under natural
 conditions, and from time to time individuals were
 kept in captivity to observe various phases of their
 life history.

 The Great Plains skink is a prairie species thriv-
 ing best in open situations with low vegetation. In
 this habitat preference it resembles its nearest rela-
 tive E. chinensis of eastern Asia, but differs from
 various other less closely related skinks of the same
 genus. In its geographic range it overlaps eleven
 other species of the genus, none closely related to it
 or similar in habits. The study area, near the north-
 eastern limit of the geographic range, was, under
 original conditions mainly open prairie, and much
 of it must have afforded favorable habitat. With
 the establishment and closing in of a deciduous forest
 type (as a result of control of prairie fires) the

 skink's habitat shrank to the few remaining small
 open areas where heavy grazing had held back ad-
 vance of the woodland. During the period of the
 study, plant succession on the Reservation, hastened
 by discontinuance of grazing in 1948, brought about
 ehanges unfavorable to the existence of the skinks,
 whieh by 1953 were reduced to a small fraction of
 their abundance in 1948.

 Great Plains skinks breed in May, and in June
 or early July females produce clutches of 7 to 17
 eggs. Productivity is low, however, as many adult
 females seem not to participate in the annual breed-
 ing season. The eggs are laid in damp soil, in nest
 burrows excavated by the female, usually beneath
 sunken boulders. The female guards her clutch which
 may require about seven weeks to hatch. The young,
 hatching in late July, or as late as September, differ

 strikingly from the adults in appearance, with black
 dorsal coloration, white and orange spots on the
 head, and bright blue tail. Young, 40 mm or less in

 snout-vent length at hatching, grow rapidly at first.
 After emergence from hibernation the following

 spring, their coloration gradually changes, so that
 at an age of a year most of them resemble adults
 in coloration more closely than they resemble hatch-
 lings, but are still somewhat intermediate. The rate
 of growth is variable. Many young seem to be
 stunted, and for reasons that are not evident. they
 fail to make normal growth. Some individuals reach
 small adult size at an age of two years, but most
 require three years, and some others require even
 four years. At an age of four years some individuals
 have grown to nearly maximum adult size.

 The Great Plains skink has an extensive geo-
 graphic range. It invades habitats of both deciduous
 forests and deserts, but these occurrences are mar-
 ginal. Most of its range is within the southern
 Great Plains, in an open and somewhat arid habitat,
 usually where grass and low, shrubby vegetation
 are present. It seems to be most abundant in the
 northeastern part of its range, notably in the Flint
 Hills of Kansas. Farther south and southwest it
 occurs mainly in rugged terrain, especially at higher
 altitudes, in canyons, mesas, and mountains. Lizards
 of this genus are especially subject to injury or
 death from desiccation. The Great Plains skink
 escapes desiccation by its fossorial habits, and
 spends most of its time in the burrows that it ex-
 cavates. Various incipient adaptations to subter-
 ranean life are evident in the form of its head, body
 and limbs, but all these are minor in degree.

 These skinks tend to be sedentary in habits and
 one may spend weeks in an area of only a few square

 yards. Although a skink may spend days or even
 weeks in the same burrow without emerging, this
 does not constitute a permanent home base, as the
 lizard will eventually move to another such burrow.
 Most shifts are short ones within an area familiar
 to the skink and constituting its home range. The
 skinks tend to occupy as home ranges areas of more
 than 50 ft. but less than 150 ft. in greatest diameter.
 Shifts to new home ranges occur from time to time.
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 Vagility is greater in males than in females and
 greater in adults than in young.

 Food is found chiefly in the sheltered situations
 where the skinks stay, and both sight and scent are
 used to locate the prey. Unlike many lizards this
 skink readily recognizes as food edible objects that
 are motionless. Prey consists of many kinds of small
 invertebrates. Some of the more important groups
 are: beetles (chiefly carabids and searabaeids), camel
 crickets, grasshoppers, crickets, ground living spiders,
 especially those of the genera Lycosa and Phidippus,
 caterpillars and snails. Occasionally small lizards
 including other species of Eumeces are eaten.

 Predators on the Great Plains skink are known
 to include the collared lizard, blue-racer, broad-
 winged hawk, common mole, opossum, and spotted
 skunk. The fragile tail evidently serves frequently

 as a decoy to divert such enemies, for most adult
 skinks and the majority, even of the half-grown
 young, have had the tail broken and regenerated at
 least once. Although they are not especially swift
 these skinks rely on wary and elusive behavior to
 escape predators. When above ground they gen-
 erally stay close to escape shelters and are alert to
 retreat into them at the slightest cause for alarm.
 When captured, they defend themselves with great
 vigor and are capable of inflicting a painful bite.
 As a secondary defense the skink defecates in such
 a manner as to smear its own body and that of the
 captor.
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